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Radical Orthodoxy:
Theology, Philosophy, Politics
Awakening to Life:
Augustine’s Admonition to (would-be)
Philosophers
Ian Clausen

Introduction

F

rom the earliest point in his post-conversion career, Augustine plumbed
the origin and destiny of life. Far from a stable status he could readily
rely on, life presented itself as a question that demanded his response. In

this article, I explore the manner in which Augustine approaches life. Focusing
on his first two dialogues, De Academicis (386)1 and De beata vita (386),2 I trace

1

This work is more familiar to us as Contra Academicos, though this title apparently reflects a
later emendation (see retr., 1.1.1). The later title also implies a more polemical stance toward
scepticism that contrasts with the content of the dialogue itself; as Augustine also indicates
around AD 386 (in a letter to Hermogenianus, an early reader of De Academicis), his intention
was never to “attack” the Academics, but to “imitate” their method of philosophy. Cf. ep., 1.1.
For the earlier title De Academicis see Conybeare, Catherine, The Irrational Augustine (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2006).
2

The so-called Cassiciacum discourse includes four complete dialogues, and De Academicis
and De beata vita are the first two in the series. On the narrative ordering of the dialogues,
compare the contrasting interpretations in Cary, Phillip, “What Licentius Learned: A
Narrative Reading of the Cassiciacum Dialogues,” in Augustinian Studies 29:1 (1998): 161-3,
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Augustine’s efforts to re-position his readers so that they stand before the
question of life, and learn how to respond. This process Augustine calls
“awakening” to life (evigilare, excitare).3 On the premise that human beings have
fallen asleep to the question of life, Augustine labours to wake them up to it by
inviting them to philosophise, submitting to the discipline of philosophy as a
“way of life.” 4 The mechanics of this process are what this article seeks to
divulge. After placing the above dialogues against their Ciceronian-Academic
backdrop, I present Augustine’s “cogito” 5 argument as a mechanism for
awakening (b. vita), and frame it within his attempt to transform would-be
philosophers into lovers of wisdom (Acad.). I conclude that Augustine’s early
approach to life centres less on a quest to define it, and more on a quest to
embody it (and the desire for it) as an access point to God.

I. Philosophy, Pride, and Self-Deception
If the crucial process in awakening to life involves embodiment of desire, this
in turn implies alienation between desire and the lover. To overcome this
alienation, or more precisely self-deception, the lover must “come down” from
the heights of vanity and pride, and re-enter his or her (dis)position as a traveller
on the way. In this section, our goal is to situate this process against the
philosophical backdrop of Academic scepticism, focussing in particular on
Cicero’s “mitigated scepticism.”

and Kenyon, Eric, “The Order of the Cassiciacum Dialogues,” in Augustinian Studies 42:2
(2011): 173-188.
3

The verbs evigilare and excitare appear at Acad. 1.1.3, and re-surface at different points during
the Cassiciacum discourse. Correlative verbs such as erigere and surgere also feature in this
period, and often mark a decisive turning point or development in the journey (e.g. Acad.,
1.9.24, b. vita, 1.4).
4

Hadot, Pierre, Philosophy as a Way of Life: Spiritual Exercises from Socrates to Foucault (Oxford:
Wiley-Blackwell, 1995). For Hadot’s thesis applied to Augustine see Stock, Brian, Augustine’s
Inner Dialogue: The Philosophical Soliloquy in Late Antiquity (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2010).
5

For the history behind use of the term “cogito” in Augustinian studies, see Bermon,
Emmanuel, Le Cogito dans la Pensée de Saint Augustin (Paris: Vrin, 2001), pp. 9-30.
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A Tale of Wayward Seafarers
Augustine’s summons to “come down” from the heights of intellectual pride is
first discovered in the early dialogue De beata vita. The focus centres on
philosophy as a route to true happiness, and the question suspended over it is,
why do human beings, who desire the happy life, so often fail to find what they
seek?6
Not surprisingly, Augustine answers this by appealing to desire. As Jean-Luc
Marion observes regarding the state of modern philosophy, practitioners have by
and large “forsaken love, dismissed it without a concept and finally thrown it to
the dark and worried margins of their sufficient reason--along with the repressed,
the unsaid, and the unmentionable.” 7 So too Augustine, we may say, picks a
bone with his contemporaries for failing not only to contemplate but even to feel
the weight of love. 8 Their chief epistemological problem is not “simple
mistakenness” but a deep-seated “self-deception” that underwrites their
approach.9
In his account of the main barrier between would-be philosophers and the
happy life, Augustine tells the tale of three seafarers on a voyage of desire. His
tale explores the different ways that desire can get derailed on account of an
alteration in the seafarer’s objective. The tale runs as follows. The first seafarer,
after paddling a little distance from the shore, decides to call it quits and exult in
his achievements (superbia). The second seafarer travels further into the open sea,
but soon devotes himself to the acquisition of pleasure and fame (cupiditas); and
third seafarer, though travelling a little further than the first two, falls victim to a
fascination with celestial bodies (curiositas). Now whether or not Augustine’s tale
takes its cue from 1 John 2:15-16, 10 as I suggest, its implications remain
transparent on the importance of desire. But the greatest obstacle to face the
6

b. vita, 1.1.

7

Marion, Jean-Luc, The Erotic Phenomenon, trans. Stephen E. Lewis (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2007), p. 1.
8

Cf. conf., 13.9.10.

9

Mathewes, Charles T., ‘Augustinian Anthropology: Interior Intimo Meo,” in Journal of
Religious Ethics 27:2 (2009), p. 201.
10

For another account see Jackson, M. G. St. A., “Augustine All at Sea: An Interpretation of
the Opening Paragraphs of De beata vita,” in Studia Patristica 18.4 (1990): 71-77.
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seafarers comes after these descriptions, in which Augustine presents his earliest
account of the sin of human pride.
On the cusp of finally entering the “harbour of philosophy” [portus
philosophiae], the hinterland of the happy life, Augustine’s seafarers run up against
a serious threat to their advancement, an obstacle Augustine depicts as “one
immense mountain.”11 The danger is only apparent to the discerning and wise,
however, for the mountain shines brightly with an attractive, enticing light,
beckoning wearied seafarers to take refuge on its slope. At this point Augustine
ceases as impartial narrator to deliver a brief judgement on what the mountain
represents. For seafarers it entices with its promise of refuge, the mountain
elevates their standpoint, “quells” their desire [satisfacere], and encourages them
to “heap scorn” on their companions below [despicere]. At the same time that the
new arrivals take delight in this refuge, seasoned mountain climbers issue
warnings on behalf of their companions. They point out to them a safer road,
the “nearness of the land,” which offers wearied travellers a locum securitatis-though presumably one less attractive than the offer of the mountain. These
images become significant later on in our analysis when we examine Augustine’s
cogito and critique of the Academics.
Having voiced these concerns about the perilous mountain, Augustine issues
a final judgement on the “vainglory” of the pursuit [superbum studium inanissimae
gloriae]. His point is that pride offers a temporary elevation at the expense of
one’s desire to seek and find the truth. Eclipsing this desire leads to a false form
of transcendence that threatens the stability and possibility of philosophy; for
without desire, philosophy ceases to have relevance to life.
To be clear, Augustine’s seafarers are no mere victims of the mountain, but
implicated in the development of their affective (self-)deception. Their decision
to seek refuge in this particular posture reflects a desire to avoid the prospect of
committing any error. The sad irony of this desire, which turns its back to the
journey, is that it guarantees self-deception at the fundamental level, the level of
life itself. Before discussing how this happens, though, let us decode Augustine’s
metaphor by attending to his criticism of the Academic method.

11

b. vita, 1.3 (and following).
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Cicero’s Mitigated Scepticism
Although it could be argued that the mountain represents the pride of the
Platonists, 12 the more likely object of Augustine’s criticism is his focus in De
Academicis, the New Academy. 13 The Academics define philosophy as a
dialectical process in which the goal is not to find the truth, but to embody the
perfect search for it. The two pillars of Academic theory, both addressed in De
Academicis, include the belief that human beings cannot apprehend the truth
(katalepsis), and that acquiring wisdom requires suspension of intellectual assent
(epochē).14 Insofar as these pillars stand in the way of finding the truth, Augustine
rejects them as inconsistent with the ideals of Christian Platonism.
Even so, it is possible to overstate his rejection, at least as it pertains to his
goals in De Academicis (not Contra Academicos!). As recent scholars have argued,15
a common error among commentators on De Academicis is their tendency to
overplay its epistemological tension, while ignoring its moral framework. In
particular, Augustine’s decision to engage the Academics turns in part on a
development in Cicero’s “mitigated scepticism.” This development commands
attention for the simple but essential fact that Cicero alters the conditions in
which philosophy is believed to operate, weakening Academic epochē to the
point of dissolution.
Epistemologically, Cicero argues against the grain of Greek tradition that
wisdom cannot be separated from apprehension of some truth. Engaging in pure
12

For discussion of this possibility see Testard, Maurice, Saint Augustin et Cicéron, vol. 1 (Paris:
Etudes Augustiniennes, 1958), pp. 167-8.
13

Cf. Acad., 3.14.30, where the mountain of pride is identified as Academic epochē.

14

Kirwan, Christopher, Augustine (London: Routledge, 1989), p. 16.

15

The literature discussing Cicero’s influence on Augustine has blossomed. See Curley,
Augustine J., Augustine’s Critique of Skepticism: A Study of “Contra Academicos” (New York: Peter
Lang, 1997); Foley, Michael P., “Cicero, Augustine, and the Philosophical Roots of the
Cassiciacum Dialogues,” Revue des Études Augustiniennes 45 (1999): 51-77; Cary, Phillip,
Augustine’s Invention of the Inner Self: The Legacy of a Christian Platonist (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2000); Harding, Brian, “Skepticism, Illumination and Christianity in
Augustine’s Contra Academicos,” in Augustinian Studies 34.2 (2003): 197-212; Harding,
“Epistemology and Eudaimonism in Augustine’s Contra Academicos,” Augustinian Studies 37:2
(2006): 247-71; Harding, Augustine and Roman Virtue (London: Continuum, 2008); and
Topping, Ryan, Happiness and Wisdom: Augustine’s Early Theology of Education (Washington
DC: The Catholic University of America Press, 2012).
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dialectics as an end-in-itself yields nothing for the practitioner save an endless
repetition. His departure from ancient scepticism has historical precedent. The
Greek philosopher Carneades made a similar break with tradition in his attempt
to answer the Stoic charge of immoral apraxia. The Stoics argued that defining
wisdom as suspension of assent forces the Academic to lead a life of inactivity
and moral detachment.16 Carneades accepted this basic premise, but then sought
to clarify that the wise man, though he apprehends no truth, can still operate on
certain impressions he deems to be “persuasive” [to pithanon]. In other words,
Carneades distinguished between an apprehension of the truth, and an
apprehension of more persuasive or more plausible truth-claims. Whatever
Carneades intended by way of the content of pithanon (the matter is disputed),17
its evolution follows a clear trajectory toward an epistemic interpretation. By the
time Cicero translates it into the Latin veri simile and probabilis,18 the concept
means more than just a lucky guess. For Cicero, it means the wise man can
know something “truth-like,” enabling him to reach an informed opinion. By
holding that “the Academic method allows for progress towards the truth,” 19
Cicero mitigated the stringent conditions in which the philosopher performs
epochē, and introduced a degree of optimism to the process of seeking truth. Not
only does this implicate how he models the Academic method; it also impacts
Augustine’s reception of the Academic tradition.
Morally, Cicero alters the conditions of philosophy by emphasising the
importance of desire for the truth. According to Harald Thorsrud, “[t]he
fundamental claim of mitigated scepticism is that we should adopt the most
rationally convincing, probable view because it is most likely to be true, and
because it is worth risking error in order to believe what is true.”20 The idea of
16

For further discussion see Thorsrud, Harald, Ancient Scepticism (Stocksfield: Acumen, 2009),
p. 75f; and Charles Brittain’s introduction to Cicero in On Academic Scepticism (Indianapolis,
IN: Hackett Publishing, 2006), p. xxiii. Carneades’ legacy is discussed by Cicero at Academica
2.10.32.
17

Obdrzalek, Suzanne, “Living in Doubt: Carneades’ Pithanon Reconsidered,” in Oxford
Studies in Ancient Philosophy 31 (2006): 243-79 (esp. n. 2); and Thorsrud, Ancient Scepticism, pp.
78-81.
18

Thorsrud, Ancient Scepticism, p. 88. Cf. Acad., 2.7.16f for Augustine’s discussion of veri simile.

19

Thorsrud, Ancient Scepticism, p. 88.

20

Ibid., p. 95.
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“risking error,” of course, is anathema to ancient scepticism, since to avoiding
error achieves a posture of absolute suspension, which is wisdom itself. But for
Cicero, the Academic method represents a mere means to wisdom, not wisdom
itself. To confine love of wisdom to suspension of assent merely undermines
philosophy’s raison d’être which is knowledge of the truth. 21 In the Academica,
Cicero “confesses” his own intellectual desire not only to seek the truth, but also
to find it. “I am burning with the desire to discover the truth and my arguments
express what I really think. How could I not desire to find the truth when I
rejoice if I find something truth-like?”22 To Cicero, it is one thing withholding my
assent, quite another suspending it and declaring myself wise.
In Augustine’s case, Cicero’s intuition about the nature of desire stands to
confirm one’s genuine experience of seeking true wisdom. Attracted at one time
to philosophical scepticism, Augustine knew enough not to trust it with the care
of his soul since he recognised its ultimate endpoint was dissipation of desire,
despair (desperatio veri).23 Put another way, Cicero caused Augustine to “stand
more upright” in the search for truth (Hortensius),24 only to fail at offering him

21

Cicero’s definition of philosophy includes knowledge of some kind, as Augustine notes at
Acad. 1.6.16. According to Brian Harding, Augustine and Roman Virtue, p. 9, Cicero defines
philosophy as a situated process that entails taking risks and forming opinions. Harding
writes,
“[w]hence, at the time the initial choice for a philosophical life—
and with it, adherence to a philosophical school—is made one is
not in the position to know the truth, but only seeking the
truth. The philosopher, therefore, does not begin with the purity of
reason but rather begins immersed in the heteronomous cave of
received opinions, not yet fully understood. Philosophy, as the
search for rerum humanarum divinarumque scientam insofar as it
begins with opinions, including partially understood philosophical
doctrines, is always already fides quaerens intellectum.”
22

Cicero, Academica, 2.20.65-6, trans. Charles Brittain.

23

For the phrase desperatio veri see conf. 6.1.1, ep., 1.3, Acad., 2.1.1, 2.3.8, and retr., 1.1.1.

24

Cf. b. vita, 1.4, where Augustine writes: et ubi factus erectior, illam caliginem dispuli, mihique
persuasi docentibus potius quam iubentibus esse credendum (‘and when I became more upright,
having dispelled that fog, I was persuaded that I should yield to those who promised to teach
me rather than command obedience’). Context indicates that ‘became more upright’ refers
back to Cicero’s influence, which was wholly positive. See O’Connell, R.J., “On Augustine’s
First Conversion: Factus Erectior (De Beata Vita 4),” Augustinian Studies 17 (1986): 15-29.
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any hope that his search might be fulfilled (Academica). 25 The disjunction in
Cicero’s philosophy between seeking truth and finding truth stands in contrast to
the unity of Matthew 7:7, a verse Augustine uses to anchor his epistemology.26
Thus measured against the command of Christ to seek and you shall find, Cicero’s
philosophy extends the invitation to ask, seek, knock, but fails to extend the
attendant promise of Christ to receive, find, enter. Since the promise supports the
prospect of the venture’s success, its absence in any philosophy eventually leads
the soul to despair. Accordingly, Cicero’s failure to give philosophy a sustainable
basis implies the success of his philosophical exhortation to awaken true desire.27
Unleashing the powerful current of love that drives the search for wisdom,
Cicero caused Augustine to face the void of his desire for truth, and to recognise
its fulfilment must be achieved by divine grace (i.e. illumination). In short,
engaging scepticism yields one benefit at least: that the human heart learns to
“face the question” that desire for truth implies. “Therefore, that divine element
in you, whatever it may be…that element, I say, which has been lulled to sleep
by the lethargy of this life, a hidden Providence has decided to awaken [excitare]
by the various hard reverses you have suffered. Wake up! Wake up, I beg you!
[evigila, evigila oro te!].”28

To Seek and (not) Find Truth
If wisdom entails knowledge of truth, and truth and wisdom bring happiness,
then no philosopher can attain wisdom and happiness by suspension of assent.
However, the challenge lies not in “proving” this connection, but in awakening
one’s desire for truth as an indispensable good. To this end, Augustine “uses”
scepticism as a convenient point of departure for inculcating proper awareness of
one’s desire for the truth. “Not even in joking would I dare to attack the
Academics. After all, how would the authority of such great men fail to disturb
me, if I did not believe that they stood for a far different view than is commonly

25

For a similar account of Cicero’s influence see Topping, Happiness and Wisdom, pp. 95-125.

26

Cf. Acad., 2.3.9.

27

As Augustine confirms at b. vita, 1.4 and conf., 3.4.7-8.

28

Acad. 1.1.3, trans. Peter King (all translations of Acad., by King).
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believed?”29 This far different view Augustine ascribes to the New Academy is
the claim that the Academy was the guard of Platonic wisdom. 30 This claim,
though historically incorrect, reinforces Augustine’s viewpoint that the
Academics are not the enemy but the ally to “true philosophy.” 31 Their
contribution centres specifically on the call to philosophy. The first half of
Christ’s command in Matthew 7:7, ask, seek, knock, permits Augustine to make
use of or “imitate” the Academics in order to awaken would-be philosophers to
their desire for wisdom. But why the roundabout strategy? Why not a direct
appeal to Matthew 7:7, so as to reveal the true philosophy to be none other than
Christ himself?
If only one could lead desire in such a direct manner! Augustine is too aware
of the tendency to self-deception to present Christ as “answer” to a halfunderstood question. At Cassiciacum, he is committed to cultivating desire as
precondition to hearing the question to which Christ gives the answer. 32 His
purpose in De Academicis is not to vanquish the Academics, but to set the stage
for would-be philosophers to become true philosophers. What Cicero had begun
to do with his mitigation of epochē, Augustine intends to drive to its ultimate
conclusion by awakening true desire to face the void of uncertainty. In book I, he
invites his students to embrace the life of philosophy by arising from their
lethargic state to engage the Academics. As a preliminary step to their
development, offering a “foretaste” of things to come,

33

their discussion

introduces a tension between the posture of the Academics, and the prospect of
ever finding what one sets out to seek. In simple terms, the debate circles around
one particular question: can a philosopher genuinely seek the truth without
believing that he will find it?34
Much hangs on how we understand the qualifying term genuinely, but
Augustine leaves little doubt as to its importance for his argument. In the preface
29

ep., 1.1, trans. Edmund Hill.

30

Augustine derives this view from Porphyry and Cicero.

31

Acad., 3.19.42.

32

Augustine makes this clear at several points, e.g. Ibid., 1.9.25 and 2.7.17.

33

Ibid., 1.1.4.

34

Cf. Ibid., 1.3.9 and passim.
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to book I, addressed to Romanianus, Augustine stipulates that the true
philosophy deigns to show the truth to its “true lovers” [veris amatoribus].35 Also
in his preface to book II, again addressed to Romanianus, Augustine singles out
the Academics as a positive influence insofar as they have driven Romanianus to
seek out the truth. “You [Romanianus] have often been angry at the
Academicians: the more severely, in fact, the less knowledgeable you were about
them; the more gladly, because you were led on by your love of the truth.”36 Even
so, Augustine explains to him that the process is incomplete, and that perceiving
truth will not happen “unless you [Romanianus] give yourself over completely to
philosophy.” The truth is no abstract proposition or impression, but a good that
one must desire and seek in order to obtain. In the preface to book I, Augustine
clarifies this point by appealing to the new (dis)position Romanianus inhabits.
Something--or rather someone [quis]--has awakened his friend’s desires and set
him on a course to “another happy life…one that alone is the happy life.”37 This
leads Augustine to make a plea on behalf of Romanianus that he seizes the
opportunity divine providence has given him. “Therefore, that divine element in
you, whatever it may be…that element, I say, which has been lulled to sleep by
the lethargy of this life, a hidden Providence has decided to awaken by the
various hard reverses you have suffered.”
“Wake up! Wake up, I beg you!” In invoking a “divine element” on the verge
of awakening, Augustine appeals to not just reason but reason with desire.
Coming alive to the only happiness that can satisfy his soul, Romanianus takes a
crucial step to becoming a true philosopher thanks in part to his exposure to the
Academic sceptics. Also thanks in part to this exposure, however, Romanianus
must face the terrible void that haunts true desire: the prospect that such desire
may never attain fulfilment. And yet here is exactly where Augustine wants
Romanianus to be, and exactly where he wants his students to enter into as well.
The Academics set in motion the pursuit of philosophy; now they pose a serious
question as to whether it can succeed.

35

Ibid., 1.1.2.

36

Ibid., (emphasis added).

37

Acad., 1.1.2.
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II. Why True Philosophers Pray
In this next section, we examine Augustine’s attempt to awaken philosophers
so that they begin to hear the question of life, and learn how to respond. How
does life relate to concepts of truth, wisdom, and happiness? In as much as all
three concepts are predicated of Christ, Christ who proclaims I am the way, the
truth, the life (Jn. 14:6),38 Augustine’s focus on life opens the way to desire for
life,39 which can only be fully satisfied through truth, wisdom, and happiness.
Conceiving life as part of the quest and the question of philosophy,
Augustine identifies an entry point or “way in”40 to desire, whereby the soul is
(dis)positioned to hear the voice of philosophy herself.41 That way in recalls the
image of the locum securitatis, the nearness of the land, through which the soul
escapes the mountain and enters the desired harbour. What is this “place” in De
beata vita? It is the opposite of pride, the false ascent of the soul; and it can be
understood only in relation to the descent of Life itself.
He who for us is life itself descended here and endured our
death and slew it by the abundance of his life. In a
thunderous voice he called us to return to him, at that secret
place where he came forth to us…. Surely after the descent
of life, you cannot fail to wish to ascend and live? But where
will you ascend when you are “set on high and have put
your mouth in heaven?” (Ps. 72:9). Come down so that you can
ascend, and make your ascent to God. For it is by climbing
up against God that you have fallen. Tell souls that they
should “weep in the valley of tears.” (Ps. 83:7). So take them
with you to God, for by his Spirit you declare these things
42
to them if you say it burning with the fire of love.

38

Cf. b. vita, 4.34.

39

Cf. lib. arbit., 3.7.21, where Augustine argues: Quanto enim amplius esse amaveris, tanto amplius
vitam aeternam desiderabi (“The more you love to be, the more you will desire eternal life,”
trans. King). Hence the beginning of Augustine’s blending of ontology and morality.
40

Following the lead of Simon Harrison on the cogito, Augustine’s Way into the Will: The
Theological and Philosophical Significance of “De libero arbitrio” (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2006).
41

Cf. Acad. 2.3.7.

42

conf., 4.12.19, trans. Henry Chadwick (my emphasis).
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How does Christ inform the manner in which the soul awakens to life? By
showing us the way to life through desire and descent, the humility without
which no lover can become a true philosopher.

The Cogito as Invitation
Though it takes time to unfold in De Academicis, Augustine’s argument against
the Academics appears straightaway in De beata vita. The first blow Augustine
delivers comes in the form of “the cogito,” the famous argument concerning the
self-evidence of the soul’s self-existence.43 In De beata vita, the cogito debuts with
zero fanfare and comment. The untrained eye could be excused for overlooking
or ignoring it. But that is partly the point. The cogito does not punctuate the end
to an argument; it is the starting point or access point to making an argument.
Unlike the self-certitude established by Descartes’ cogito, Augustine’s cogito
positions the “thinking soul” to clothe itself in humility.44 How his cogito leads to
humility will soon become clear. To set the scene first: building on discussions in
De Academicis (whether book I or III is insignificant), Augustine now invites his
entire party to take part in the exchange. This party includes his mother Monica,
and his brother Navigius; and it is Navigius that Augustine’s cogito is meant to
assist. What assistance does it offer? To answer this, we call attention back to the
admonition of veteran seafarers not to ascend the mountain of pride, but enter
the place of security.
That admonitio conveys a hint about the perils of pride that informs
Augustine’s deployment of his “self-evident” argument. In response to the
Academic method of suspending assent (epochē), Augustine presents an
opportunity to affirm the self-evident as a means to both escaping pride and
entering philosophy. The process unfolds as follows. After pondering
Augustine’s first question concerning the constituents of human nature
(Manifestum vobis videtur ex anima et corpore nos esse compositos?), 45 Navigius
43
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indicates that he is uncertain, and decides to withhold his assent. The dilemma
that this causes has less to do with the topic, but more to do with the motive
behind Navigius’ response. Does Navigius really not know the answer to this
question? Or is his ignorance merely the product of a self-imposed principle, an
unflinching commitment, say, to avoid error in pursuit of (Academic) “wisdom?”
If the latter, Navigius’ “ignorance” poses a serious challenge to Augustine--at
least insofar as Augustine has committed to his development. The precondition
for advancing toward the harbour of philosophy involves a desire not only to
seek the truth, but also to find it. Without that desire to seek and find the truth
the basic integrity of “the love of wisdom” dissolves straightaway. Accordingly,
Augustine’s deployment of a self-evident argument aims to maximise the
opportunity for everyone to philosophise. As Catherine Conybeare argues, 46
Augustine’s motive in this exchange stems from a prior pedagogical principle
that he models on the moral lesson of Christ’s incarnate life.47 Because of Christ,
philosophy’s door has swung wide open. It no longer remains the province of a
select few individuals, “gentlemanly” patrons and so forth, for divine wisdom has
revealed itself in the form of a servant, enabling even the uneducated (like
Monica) 48 to take part in its possession. Correspondingly, Christ’s incarnation
translates the purpose of the cogito into an argument designed to facilitate one’s
entry to philosophy. As an argument against the Academics it is logically
unrelenting; but as an argument for the would-be philosopher it is simple and
compelling. And so, Augustine invites Navigius to affirm the self-evident: “Do
you at least know that you are alive?” [Scisne…saltem te vivere?].49 Maybe human
nature is a difficult subject, but surely you cannot fail to know the fact that you
exist!
Navigius, though, unfortunately can fail to know it, since it remains in his
power either to affirm or deny it.50 His existence may well be a self-evident truth,
46
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but nothing says the self-evident cannot fail to be noticed. On the contrary, the
self-evident invites someone to affirm it. It does not on its own lead to an
appropriate self-awareness; at best it merely offers one the opportunity to
achieve it. This point is crucial. The limits of the cogito’s influence as a selfevident argument stems from the fact that genuine knowledge must be arrived at
through desire. To know truth, for Augustine, one must be willing to know it.51
Without this there is no knowledge, no truth, no dialogue.52 Not even the selfevident can evade this precondition; at most it calls attention to an obvious (or
not so obvious) truth. And if this is so, then the self-evident serves to establish
something else: namely Navigius’ status in relation to philosophy. In the name of
absolute scepticism Navigius can reject the self-evident, and doing so betrays his
unwillingness to take part in the philosophical life. It exposes him as a fraud as it
pertains to desire for truth, and excuses Augustine from engaging him over
questions of the happy life.
In sum, by inviting Navigius to affirm the self-evident, Augustine encourages
him to “come down” and embody true desire, thus resisting the magnetic pull of
the mountain of Academic epochē. Locating himself in the dialogue as opposed
to above it, Navigius embodies Augustine’s insight into the folly of ancient
scepticism which he divulges in book III of De Academicis: “I think a man is in
error not only when he follows the false path, but also when he’s not following
the true one.”53 For Augustine, it is chiefly through our desire for fullness of life
(which implies or demands desire for truth, wisdom, and happiness) that
scepticism finally fails us as a workable philosophy. If the cogito paves the way
for us to enter this desire, how does Augustine awaken it in De beata vita?
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The Weight of Desire’s Demand
Before turning to address this question with De Academicis, we examine an
argument in De beata vita that sheds light on the answer. As the dialogue slowly
advances with an account of the happy life, Augustine pauses to remind his
students just how far they have to travel. “For if I try to feed you against your
wills [invitos] or when you aren’t hungry, I will be working in vain; it would be
better then to pray for you, so that you desire [desideretis] courses of this kind
rather than those of the body only.”54 Not wishing to rush into things before
students have the appetite, Augustine explains that though they tarry on a
number of ancillary themes, their digressions serve to benefit their awakening to
life. This includes their prior dialogue with the Academics in De Academicis,
which Augustine plans now to revisit for the benefit of readers.
Specifically, Augustine argues against the Academic claim that wisdom
consists in seeking truth, not in finding truth. His counter-claim is that desire
which does not seek in order to find fails to qualify as a true desire influenced by
truth. His argument thus boils down to a claim about desire, which invariably
blurs the distinction between logic and experience. Not surprisingly, some
commentators find his argument unconvincing on grounds that to seek an object
does not preclude leading a happy life. Augustine’s argument, it is claimed,
equates the mere presence of “strong desires” with a state of being unfulfilled and
thus unhappy.55 In order to assess the matter let us turn to the argument. Note
here Augustine’s interest in the relation between seeking and finding, which he
frames in terms of the invitation and promise of Matthew 7:7.
If it is clear that someone is not happy who does not
possess what he wants—a point reason proved earlier—and
no one searches for something without desiring to find it,
and they [Academics] are always searching for the truth,
then it follows that they desire to find it: therefore they
desire to possess the discovery of truth. But by not finding
it, it follows that they do not possess what they desire; and
from this it follows also that they are not happy. But no one
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is wise who is not happy; therefore the Academics are not
56
wise.

The first line contains the premise to which Kirwan objects: happiness entails
not just seeking but finding the thing sought. It is possible, however, that one can
seek an object and enjoy a happy life. Thus it does not follow that the
Academics are mistaken. It seems as if Augustine could agree with Kirwan to a
point. The Academics divorce happiness from knowledge of the truth, and this
allows them to practise philosophy without falling to despair. The question,
though, is not whether one can assume this intellectual posture--clearly one can.
The question is whether this posture properly conforms itself to the truth. In
Augustine’s view, to desire truth in the genuine sense is to desire its possession as
essential to happiness. Desire that seeks the truth, but does not wish to find it,
fails to be shaped by the truth it claims to have sought.57 Of course, one can
argue that the truth does not matter, or that happiness depends on more than
just knowledge of truth. But in the case of the Academics, Augustine’s main
objection stands: the Academics are disingenuous about the nature of true desire.
As it happens, Augustine’s students will respond to this argument in a way
that illustrates his point about the burden of weighty desire. Whereas Licentius
resists the argument in the name of his scepticism (which he defended in Acad.
1), Trygetius finds confirmation in the argument’s reasoning, proclaiming: “I am
glad that for so long I have remained hostile to those [Academics]. For I do not
know by what nature impelling or, to speak more truly, by God that I, not
knowing in what way that they may be refuted, nevertheless greatly resisted
them.” 58 Like Romanianus having woken up by the work of a hidden
Providence, Trygetius acknowledges the divine origins of his desire to find the
truth, which served as a kind of bulwark against the enticing Academics. His is a
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weighty desire awake to the truth; and it enables him to hear the question of life
in the life of philosophy.

Hearing the Question
Turning now to book III of De Academicis, we offer up a new account of how
the dialogue unfolds by attending to the process of hearing the question. Our
first task is to explore how the dialogue unfolds as more than just an argument,
but a call to be present. In the first pages of book III, Augustine attempts the
following feat. Interrogating his opponent’s view on what the wise man knows,
he strives to bring his opponent into a state of self-awareness. Alypius,
Augustine’s “opponent” stands to defend the Academics; but what Augustine
really wants to know is what Alypius himself thinks, a task requiring Alypius to
come down from his lofty heights. For Augustine, Alypius’ capacity to “hear the
question” of life turns on where he stands in relation to the harbour of
philosophy. Does he long to know truth, possess wisdom, experience true
happiness? And if he does--if he genuinely does--he is prepared to take a risk.
In book III it is Alypius, Augustine’s friend and fellow traveller, who attempts
to defend the sceptics against Augustine’s full critique. After exchanging a few
words about their commitment to finding truth--an important precondition, I
have argued59--Augustine draws a distinction between the philosopher and wise
man, 60 and asks Alypius to identify what constitutes the difference. Initially
Alypius defines the difference in terms of lack and possession. The wise man, he
argues, “definitely has the possession of some things that the devotee [of
wisdom] is only eager to have.”61 However, when pressed to divulge the content
of this possession, Alypius has to own up to a potential contradiction. If the wise
man possesses nothing, as the Academics argue, and the philosopher possesses
nothing, for he is still seeking wisdom, in what sense the distinction remains is
decidedly unclear. What makes the wise man wise except wisdom itself? And
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wisdom is surely something, not nothing, points out Augustine; so how does
Alypius defend the difference between the wise man and philosopher?
In response to this, Alypius shifts the focus to the wise man himself. Rather
than offer his opinion on what seems to him to be the case, he speaks in terms of
what seems to the wise man with regard to his possession.62 Alypius perceives well
enough the possible tension; now he tries to evade it by speaking in impersonal
terms. Augustine will have none of it. In response, he implores Alypius not to
hide behind the wise man,63 but to step forward with his opinion on the question
at hand. “I’m not asking what it seems to you that seems to the wise man, but
instead whether it seems to you that the wise man knows wisdom. You can, I take
it, either affirm or deny it here and now.” 64 Having previously pledged his
commitment to pursuing the truth, Alypius must now prove himself a willing
participant. Two options lie before him. Either he decides not to participate in
the conversation--to give up being a philosopher; or he “deign[s] [digneris] to
answer the question I put to you, rather than the one you put to yourself.”65
Augustine’s use of the verb dignere is important. It encapsulates the moral
dimension we have so far been exploring. In De Academicis, Augustine uses it to
describe philosophy’s decision to reveal the one true God to true lovers of
wisdom. “Philosophy promises that it will display the true and hidden God, and
now and again deigns to show us [ostentare dignatur] a glimpse of Him through
the bright clouds [per lucidas nubes], as it were.”66 To believe in this promise is to
believe in philosophy, expressing full hope that truth can be found. The verb
dignere appears elsewhere to describe the incarnation,67 which in turn explains
Augustine’s tendency to personify philosophy. Divine wisdom, the Son of God
(1 Cor. 1:24), has come to assist the philosopher’s quest, revealing to him the
62
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true God as if through “bright clouds.”68 The movement here is downward in the
direction of desire; and this illumines the true import of Augustine’s comment to
Alypius. To repeat our claim: Alypius, too, must “come down” to partake in
philosophy, or else risk missing the voice of philosophy that beckons him forth.
The mountain lures would-be philosophers away from love of wisdom.
Augustine invites Alypius to be present to the question.

A Plea for Illumination: Who Can Show us Truth?
Morally speaking, Augustine’s invitation to answer the question is a command
to take responsibility for the things that we know. It is also an invitation to
acknowledge our ignorance, and to step forward as true philosophers on the way
to the truth. In book III, Alypius is tempted not to acknowledge his ignorance,
but to circle around the question as a dispassionate observer. His approach
threatens to upend the journey of desire through abandoning the way of life that
he shares with Augustine. In order to halt the dissolution of desire into pride,
then, Augustine calls Alypius to account for what he thinks about wisdom. To
the extent Alypius realizes the uncertainty of his position--to the extent that he
incorporates uncertainty into self-awareness--his status in the dialogue turns
from “would-be philosopher,” to a lover needy and desperate for some kind of
illumination. Accordingly, the decisive turning point in book III De Academicis
occurs when Alypius finally yields himself to a prayer for divine assistance. To
develop the scriptural backdrop to this oft-neglected prayer, we turn to
Augustine’s self-accounting in Confessiones IX in order to reveal his earlier mindset whilst on otium at Cassiciacum.
In book IX, Augustine is reflecting on his own healing process by
commenting on the obstacles that stood in his path. Interleaving his
commentary with the ten verses of Psalm 4, he confesses that Manichaeism had
prevented his love of wisdom from guiding and informing his pursuit of the
truth. On the relation between Manicheans and desire for wisdom, in particular,
he prays that God releases them to “hunger” once again:
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But now the goods I sought were no longer in the external
realm, nor did I seek for them with bodily eyes in the light
of this sun. In desiring to find their delight in externals, they
[Manichees] easily become empty and expend their
energies on “the things which are seen and temporal” (2
Cor. 4:18). With starting minds they can only lick the
images of these things. Would that they were wearied by
hunger and would say, “Who will show us good?” [quis nobis
69
ostendet bona; Ps. 4:6].

In praying the prayer, “Who will show us good?” the Psalmist embodies a
posture of desire that in effect commands God to come to his relief.70 According
to Augustine, should the Manicheans ever embody a similar posture, they would
soon discover their true status as lovers on the way; those who are tired of
circling around the life of philosophy. Quis nobis ostendet bona?71
In similar fashion, though adapted to the context of Academic scepticism,
Augustine guides Alypius to pray a prayer on behalf of his own awakening that
embodies precisely the posture that receives illumination. In book III Alypius
declares:
The likeness and “image” (so to speak) of the Academicians
should be seen in Proteus. It’s said that Proteus was typically
captured by some means that barely captured him, and his
pursuers never were sure they really had him except by the
indication of some divine spirit [numine]. May that divine
spirit be present, and may he deign to show [dignetur
demonstrare] us the truth that is of such importance to us!
Then I’ll admit that the Academicians have been overcome,
72
even if they don’t agree, although I think they will.
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In its context, Alypius’ “prayer” does not present itself as such, but expresses
exasperation with the Academic method. Even so, Augustine runs with it. He is
only too eager to affirm Alypius’ response; thus he shows why this confession,
“who can show the truth to us?” [quis verum possit ostendere], effectively brings an
end to the Academic thesis. 73 In simple terms, Augustine argues that by
admitting he desires truth, Alypius affirms his willingness to assent to truth as
well. If truth should present itself, or “a divine spirit deign to show us [it],”
Alypius confirms that he would abandon the Academic method out of desire to
find the truth he seeks with Augustine.
Not only this, Augustine indicates that by invoking the name of Proteus,
calling him “an image of the truth” one discovers by a “divine spirit,” Alypius
recognises the human need for divine spiritual assistance, which corresponds to
the Holy Spirit’s work in illuminating the truth of Christ. Though none of this is
made explicit in De Academicis, and amounts to no more than inference, one
cannot deny Augustine’s interest in the religious aspect of Alypius’ response,
which he assumes to be a deep concord in their respective aspirations. “My
closest friend agrees with me not only about the issue of plausibility in human
life, but also about religion itself.”74
Indeed, it can be argued that their exchange finds proximate fulfilment in
Alypius’ joining Augustine on the road to wisdom and happiness. Augustine
writes: “This agreement is the clearest indication of a true friend, if friendship has
been correctly and properly defined as agreement on human and divine matters
combined with charity and good will.” 75 The embodiment of love of wisdom
imposes a limit on epochē, and frees the two to dismantle scepticism and affirm
the true philosophy. To this end, Augustine concludes book III with an appeal to
the Divine Intellect (Son of God) that awakens true lovers to their desire’s
destination. “Our souls, awakened [excitatae] not only by its precepts but also by
its deeds, could return to themselves and regain their homeland without the
strife of disputation.”76 Whatever else remains unfinished with the pursuit of true
73
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wisdom, Augustine is pleased enough to have beside him another true
philosopher, one who is more than ready to pray for divine assistance.

Conclusion
Though admittedly a cursory sketch of Augustine’s argument in De
Academicis, this analysis has revealed the main moral foundation on which
Augustine builds an early case against scepticism, and for philosophy. As
an early instance of Augustine developing a programme of Christian
philosophy, De Academicis institutes a training ground for the creation of
true lovers who are willing to confront the questions that philosophy, that
is Christ, deigns to put. As this article argues, the key movement
Augustine highlights and instantiates in De Academicis derives its impetus
(or inspiration) from the descent of Life itself. 77 In this way, Christ’s
incarnation pervades the form of Augustine’s reasoning whilst it dances
upon the periphery of his language and argument. For Augustine, the
main task of any worthwhile philosophy is to facilitate the soul’s
awakening to the question of life. That question, though it embodies a
variety of forms in a variety of contexts, first invites us to take a step
forward as lovers on the way: and to allow this love to carry us onward to
truth, wisdom, and the happy life.
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“Become Transfigured Forever”:
Political Transcendence in Alan Moore and
David Lloyd’s V for Vendetta
Mika Tapio Luoma-aho

V

for Vendetta is a graphic novel written by Alan Moore and drawn
mostly by David Lloyd, which first came out between 1982 and
1985 in Warrior, an anthology comic published by Quality Comics,
and reprinted as an independent series by DC Comics in 1988. To
define V for Vendetta as a “graphic novel” is to dissociate it from the

mainstream superhero comic books, the likes of Superman or Batman. This is, I
suppose, justified, as it has the look and feel of literature rather than that of a
comic book about biceps and spandex. V for Vendetta is widely appreciated as
one of the masterpieces of the medium of sequential art since its very beginning.
Most historians agree that Alan Moore is one of the most influential writers in
the history of comics: the person who “almost single-handedly raised the level of
sophistication of mainstream comics, and his influence has been crucial in
shifting the center of power in the industry from artists to writers.”1 He is also
the writer of other classic titles such as Watchmen, From Hell, and The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen.
1

Christopher Knowles, Our Gods Wear Spandex (San Francisco, CA: Weiser Books, 2007).
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The story told by V for Vendetta is of a late 1990s Britain in a world mostly
destroyed in a nuclear war. Britain is a dystopia suffering from the aftermath of
World War III and overtaken by a totalitarian regime driven by an openly fascist
ideology. The main character of the story is “V”: a survivor of one of the
governments concentration camps, who hides his identity behind a Guy Fawkes
mask, black hat and cape, and begins an elaborate, theatrical, and violent
campaign of subversion against the powers that be. The other main character in
the story is Evey Hammond: a 16-year old girl whom V saves from a squad of
”police” officers about to rape and kill her for attempted prostitution. This event
is actually where the story begins.
V for Vendetta is a disturbing text. It is that because it puts its reader behind a
”hero” who becomes a law unto himself, kills people working for the
government, and destroys public property. His motivation is, it seems, vengeance
delivered in person on everyone responsible for his torment and disfiguration at
the concentration camp. Furthermore: V for Vendetta is a paradoxical text. It is
that because it also seems that the ultimate telos of V’s “vendetta” is not only
personal retribution, but undermining the foundation of a political order that, by
becoming a law unto itself, overruled the ultimate principle of human dignity—a
norm which V himself violates often enough when dealing with his enemies,
some of them more or less ordinary people merely doing their job, albeit in what
can be described as exceptionally turbulent times. This is the paradox: V destroys
people with the government, because he believes government should not destroy its
people. You could say that the reader is led to identify with someone they know
absolutely nothing about apart from that he certainly qualifies as a “terrorist” and
who, while being obviously highly intelligent and a knowledgeable person, could
also be quite mad. Reading the novel from the beginning to end does little to
redeem the reader from these shadows and doubts.
What I intend to do in this article is not, in the first instance, understand and
explain what Moore and Lloyd wanted to say with the novel, what was its
political context or message it attempted to convey within that context. Moore
has already told us, in brief, that “[i]t was about fascism, it was about anarchy, it
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was about England.”2 It is, however, more than what Moore himself may think
and talk about. We have seen the ever smiling Guy Fawkes mask worn by V in
many different political events over the last couple of years. The mask has been
sold at many sites at the so-called “#occupy”-protests staged across the world’s
cities. It has also become to symbolise “the Anonymous”: a movement, network,
or ideology of “hacktivists” which has, over the last couple of years, waged a
global cyberwar against various opponents, from the United States’ Department
of Justice to the Church of Scientology. As far from the dystopia imagined by
Moore and drawn by Lloyd these events may seem, it does also seem they share
a political ethos of some kind.
What I attempt to do in this article is read V for Vendetta as something more
than an account of fascism, anarchy, and England in the 1980s. Given the
examples mentioned above, withstanding the concerns and paradoxes, there is
something in the novel that addresses our contemporary political condition. This
is, generally, what good literature does: transcends the context in which it was
conceived, taps into something that is not anchored down in time and a place,
something that floats on the surface and will pop up even if there were people
who would rather see it see it sink beneath the tides of history. My attempt to
explicate this something begins by isolating it in terms of political experience.
This article is an exercise in hermeneutical phenomenology,3 which has
more than a negative goal of overcoming obstacles in the
way of regaining the original intention of the author. It must
also allow for the more productive critique of a work
whereby the particular intentions of the author can be
refined, either by uncovering what fundamentally underlies
4
them or going beyond them.
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In a case like V for Vendetta, a political (graphic) novel the politics of which
becomes abducted, time and again, into entirely different contexts, we can reflect
it as conscious experience taking place outside the novel itself—as “events” in the
“real world”. Maggie Gray explains that V’s political struggle does not conclude
in the book itself, but rather it opens “out to the reader to imagine what happens,
as active agents themselves, and implies a resolution external to the comic” 5 .
Some of this or something like this is, I understand, ongoing in the parks and
squares in cities across the world, in the name of the Anonymous, as well as
below the surface of the Internet, in the “deep web”.
I will begin my explication of V’s politics by a phenomenological reduction of
what makes it political to begin with. This is an important step that must be
taken early on, because it structures the analysis that follows. I will begin by
denying the political of any material substance: it transcends the merely natural
or physical views of the world insofar as what is political “in itself” can only be
ascertained through reflection on subjective acts and their objective correlates.
The spatiotemporal world is secondary to the primary being of consciousness. In
the words of the founding father of contemporary phenomenology, Edmund
Husserl, the “psychophysical universe of Nature” is put “out of action”: left out of
consideration6. What this means is bracketing the existence of the “real world” as
such and, for the current task, the “political world” in particular. Having done
this,
[w]ith the whole physical and psychical world, the actual
existence of the real relation between perceiving and
perceived is excluded; and, nonetheless, a relation between
perceiving and perceived (as well as between liking and
liked) remains left over, a relation which becomes given
essentially in “pure immanence,” namely purely on the
ground of the phenomenologically reduced mental
processes of perceiving and liking precisely as they fit into
5

Maggie Gray, “ ‘A fistful of dead roses… ’. Comics as Cultural Resistance: Alan Moore and
Lloyd’s V for Vendetta,” Journal of Graphic Novels and Comics 1 (2010): 31-49, here at 43.
6

Edmund Husserl, Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology and Phenomenological
Philosophy. First Book: General Introduction to a Pure Phenomenology (The Hague: Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers, 1983), 112-3.
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the transcendental stream of mental processes. Precisely this
situation, the purely phenomenological one, will occupy us
7
now.

The entry to V’s political world is through transcendental experience, the
remaining “phenomenological residuum” 8 after all contingencies have been put
out of action. The purpose of bracketing, “parenthesizing” positings like the
political in this manner is that “[i]nstead of living in them, instead of affecting
them, we effect acts of reflection directed to them, and we seize upon them
themselves as the absolute being which they are.”9
So: what is the “absolute being” of political experience? Some scholars have
attempted a phenomenological reduction of the political and I will now briefly
recapitulate two of these that will guide me in reading V for Vendetta. Kari
Palonen’s attempt is a phenomenological reduction of politics rather than the
political, but in his paper the former is explicitly based on the latter. For Palonen
the experience of politics is “constituted by the actor’s experience of being in the
situation of ‘acting-against.’ ”10 By way of putting out of action the co-operative
aspect of politics—which is of course often present in political “reality,” but not
necessary to the absolute being of politics—Palonen locates the foundation of the
experience of the political on the “conflict aspect” of human action. This
definition comes with two corollaries: it “needs both another subject as an
adversary and another policy resisting intentionally the policy of the first
subject.”11 Understood in these terms what is absolute in political experience is
(§1) resistance—potential or actual—against someone or something.

7

Husserl, Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology, 215.

8

Husserl, Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology, 113, emphasis in original.

9

Husserl, Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology, 114, emphasis in original.

10

Kari Palonen, “Politics as a Dramatic Action Situation” in Exploring the Basis of Politics:
Five Essays on the Politics of Experience, Language, Knowledge, and History, eds. Ilkka
Heiskanen and Sakari Hänninen (Helsinki: The Finnish Political Science Association), pp. 1334, 16-7, emphasis in original.
11

Palonen, “ Politics as a Dramatic Action Situation,” 18, emphasis in original.
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In her close reading of Husserl, Natalie Depraz attempts to bracket the
experience of the political by “freeing its content” from the use of power and
linking it in “the most eminent phenomenological sense” with (§2) authority.12
Her reduction of the political is a “co-performed” act that establishes a universal
transcendental community.

13

The purpose of the “co-reduced” political

community thus established aims at deprivation of power—understood in terms
of domination: “the desire for ruling”

14

—and full recognition of the

phenomenological ethics of powerlessness: “[t]he guardian of authority is, thus,
originally passive, but his passivity is not opposed to activity any longer, it rather
leads to the only true action, which is a spiritual one.”15 Spiritual authority need
not be religious, but it often is, especially in the occidental context. “For this
reason,” writes Depraz, “one will not be astonished to come across occurences—
though unusual—mentioning Christ as a guardian of that powerless authority
ruled by Passion.”16 What results from Depraz’s phenomenological reduction is
“an urgent distinction” between politics understood in terms of the classic Greek
suffixes of -kratos and -arche: “[s]hould a phenomenological politics come into
light, it could only be an archontic one, its most eminent efficiency being its
passivity.”17 I will come back to this distinction and the suffixes in the concluding
section of the article.
Any truncated synopsis of the story told by V for Vendetta would not really
do it justice—much like the 2006 film by the same name disowned by Moore.
Having said that it is a story of a plot: a plot of a personal retribution, which
transforms into a social revolution; a story of the emancipation of human being
from the authority of an oppressive political institution; a story of a fall and
restitution. The argument I will make in this article is that V’s political
12

Natalie Depraz, “Phenomenological Reduction and the Political,” Husserl Studies 12 (1995):
1‐17, here at 4.
13

Depraz, “Phenomenological Reduction and the Political,” 10.

14

Depraz, “Phenomenological Reduction and the Political,” 3.

15

Depraz, “Phenomenological Reduction and the Political,” 11.

16

Depraz, “Phenomenological Reduction and the Political,” 12.

17

Depraz, “Phenomenological Reduction and the Political,” 12.
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subversion is a defence of human dignity ontologically grounded in
transcendence. What I see in V for Vendetta is, simply put, a twentieth century
classic in Christian anarchism. I will begin by setting up the context of the novel
in the next section, then bracket the residuums of (§1) resistance and (§2)
authority, as they are articulated in V for Vendetta, in the sections that follow.

“England Prevails!”
The political setting of the novel is the state of Britain taken over by a fascist
regime. How did this, seemingly unlikely state of affairs, come to be? The story is
narrated by Evey as she tells V memories of her childhood.18 Labour comes into
power in the 1980s and declares neutrality in the Cold War by getting rid of
American missiles on British soil. Then came “the War” in which Britain was
spared of direct bombing, but could not escape the indirect effects of
thermonuclear war. Degradation of the global environment led to famine,
sickness, and gradual dismantling of social order and its political institutions:
There were riots, and people with guns. Nobody knew what
was going on. Everyone was waiting for the government to
do something. But there wasn’t any government anymore.
Just lots of little gangs, all trying to take over. And then in
19
1992, somebody finally did…

This is when the right-wing groups got together with the surviving corporations,
began a movement calling itself “Norsefire,” marched into London, and got
things “under control.” Thus began the era of explicitly fascist, totalitarian
Britain. I am well aware that there is some controversy over the concept of
totalitarianism, being a term of political discourse of a bygone era, et cetera, but I
18

V, 26-8. Henceforth all the citations of V are references to the Titan Books trade paperback
edition, see Alan Moore, David Lloyd, Steve Whitaker, Siobhan Dodds, Jeannie O’Connor,
Steve Craddock, Elitta Fell, and Tony Weare, V for Vendetta (New York: Vertigo/DC
Comics, 2005).
19

V, 28, emphasis in original. Henceforth all emphases on quotations of V for Vendetta are in
the original text.
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do find it descriptive in this instance. 20 I have let The Great Lie, a recent
anthology on the topic edited by F. Flagg Taylor IV,21 encourage me to stick
with the concept. Put it this way: totalitarianism is a conceptual marker to
remind us, lest we forget, of historical events like the holocaust and the gulag.
But there is something urgently important we must understand: totalitarianism is
not only a chapter in the history of ideas. It is, as Vaclav Havel writes, a
persistent reminder to the contemporary civilisation: “a convex mirror of the
inevitable consequences of rationalism, a grotesquely magnified image of its own
deep tendencies, an extreme offshoot of its own development and an ominous
product of its own expansion.”22
The totalitarian Britain Moore and Lloyd imagine is a richly symbolised body
politic: something of the like pictured on the classic frontispiece of Thomas
Hobbes’ Leviathan. Its features are immediately familiar: its “Face” is that of
London and its “Head” located on Downing Street; on this head there is “The
Eye,” which tirelessly gazes down on its subjects through a centralised system of
cameras installed throughout the dominion and “The Ears” listening to them
conversing on telephone; The Scotland Yard-cum-state police represents “The
Nose”; and “The Mouth” broadcasts propaganda from the BT Tower. Inside the
head of this corporeal metaphor sits Leader, Adam Susan, the chairman of
Norsefire Party, the “Führer” of fascist Britain. Susan’s leadership is limited by his
idolatrous obsession with Fate: the government’s central computer. What Fate is
exactly remains something of a mystery. Leader Susan worships it as God.
Technology is key for the political form of totalitarianism and makes it a
distinctly modern phenomenon. Human will to power has always been there
and found variable political forms to exercise tyranny, but over the last hundred
years we have seen the innovation of the technological means—the “iron band,”
20

The back cover of V for Vendetta describes itself as “[a] frightening and powerful tale of the
loss of freedom and identity in a chillingly believable totalitarian world.”
21

F. Flagg Taylor IV, ed., The Great Lie: Classic and Recent Appraisals of Ideology and
Totalitarianism (Wilmington, DE: ISI Books, 2011).
22

Vaclav Havel, “Politics and Conscience”. In Taylor, ed., The Great Lie (Wilmington, DE: ISI
Books, 2011) pp. 290-308, 299.
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as Hannah Arendt illustrates, that “presses masses of isolated men together and
supports them in a world which has become wilderness for them”23—required by
the totalitarian form of domination. In his landmark Democracy and
Totalitarianism Raymond Aron writes that at the very root of totalitarian
domination “there is a politicization, an ideological transfiguration of all the
possible crimes of individuals and in the end police and ideological terrorism.”24
Dissecting this “totalitarian transfiguration” is where Arendt’s Totalitarianism
excels. The hard core of totalitarian ideology is the “firm and sincere belief in
human omnipotence”: that everything is permitted, everything is possible. 25
Totalitarianism is not only an attempt to transmutate society, but to transform
human nature itself, and “[t]he concentration camps are the laboratories where
[these] changes are tested.”26 What these experiments will always prove is that
human beings cannot be changed, but they can be destroyed. This moral
cynicism, deriving from the firm and sincere belief that everything is permitted,
totalitarian regimes will also discover—though they may be oblivious to this
themselves—that “there are crimes which men can neither punish nor forgive.” 27
Arendt calls these crimes of radical evil, which emerge
in connection with a system in which all men have become
equally superfluous. The manipulators of this system believe
in their own superfluousness as much as in that of all others,
and the totalitarian murderers are all the more dangerous
because they do not care if they themselves are alive or
28
dead, if they ever lived or never were born.

This is how totalitarianism transfigures human nature: it reduces the human
being “to a bundle of reactions [which] separates him as radically as mental
23

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism: Part Three of the Origins of Totalitarianism (San Diego,
CA: Harvest, 1985), 171, emphasis in original.
24

Raymond Aron, Democracy and Totalitarianism (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1970),
193-4.
25

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, 85.

26

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, 156.

27

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, 157.

28

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, 157.
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disease from everything within him that is personality or character.” 29 Let us
keep transfiguration in your mind: I will come back to it later on. There is a
reason I put in the title of this paper.
If we think about political power and social relations in this imagined
community, fascist Britain, we realise something quite obvious, a fact we could
go back and check from the pages of political history since the beginning of
time, which is that the question how did Britain become fascist—or more
importantly: how all political forms of community, states imagined as well as the
“real” ones, come to ascertain their authority in the first place—is one of no
practical consequence whatsoever. It just does not matter. Why does it not
matter? Because the social world is a world of rules, not a world of origins.
Jacques Lefort explains in his The Political Forms of Modern Society how rules
“split off” from the site they were politically conceived and “spread out” as they
become the administrative apparatus used to control life in the body politic.
Rules symbolise a position of authority—the distance between the dominator and
the dominated—while, at the same time they are imposed, their historicity
remains concealed. In other words: even though rules are always contingent, this
contingency never appears when rules are applied to prohibit some things and
prescribe others. According to Lefort revealing this contingency would amount
to subversion by “making apparent the instability of an order that it is intended
to raise to the status of essence.”30 The “possessor of the knowledge of the rule,”
i.e. the political subject, “embodies an authority which does not have to account
for itself or, as they say, for divine right.”31 Discourse of power is constructed in
such a way that the multiplicity of all its rules cannot be structured or unified
around a single principle or guarantee: “[t]he answer to the question of origin
governs its development, but it transforms itself, displaces itself within its limits;
and this is the cost at which power is exercised in actual social relations.”32
29

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, 139.

30

Jacques Lefort, The Political Forms of Modern Society: Bureaucracy, Democracy,
Totalitarianism (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1986), 213.
31

Lefort, The Political Forms of Modern Society, 212-13.

32

Lefort, The Political Forms of Modern Society, 214.
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Let us think this through with an example from V’s Fascist Britain. Below the
Head of its body politic works “The Finger”: the government’s secret police
force and its notorious “fingermen.” These are the kind of men who execute the
will of the government by patrolling the streets and holding a prerogative to kill
offenders of law—this is exactly what they were about to do in the beginning of
the story: when they catch Evey in the act of attempted prostitution. As she
pleads it was her first time and that she would do anything the police wanted to,
the Vice Detail replies: “You’ve got it wrong, miss. You’ll do anything we want
and then we kill you.”33 The fingermen are in a position to employ a discourse of
power to go about their wicked ways upon Evey—they even read her the rules as
they are about to do so: “You know the laws on prostitution,” the Vice Detail
recites, “That’s a class-H offence. That means we get to decide what happens to
you.”34 To come back to the question asked in the previous paragraph: how did
a government that made such a law on prostitution come to be is not relevant—
the fingermen have their prerogative and they are willing to use it for purposes
of evil.

Retribution and (§1) Resistance
V, the protagonist of the novel, first appears when he saves Evey’s life and,
while so doing, takes three fingermen’s who caught her in the act of prostitution.
Then he severely disables Lewis Prothero, the official propagandist working for
the Mouth and the former head of the Larkhill “resettlement” camp. Now The
Nose begins to look into his case—opens a file on a “terrorist by the codename
V”—and soon find out that over the past four years he has killed everyone who
ever worked at Larkhill, where was held prisoner and subjected to medical
experiments. As signature of his work V leaves a rose on his victims and tags the
location with a circled V: a Roman numeral that stands for the fifth room in the

33

V, 11.

34

V, 11.
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Larkhill’s medical block—this is where V was held and experiments on him
made. After his dramatic escape from the camp, between the years 1993 and
1997, V had taken the lives of over forty people. The killing of Bishop Anthony
Lilliman and Doctor Delia Surridge—the former served as priest and the latter as
pathologist at Larkhill—along with a number of bodyguards and police set to
watch over them completes V’s Vendetta against his Larkhill tormentors.
What we can establish by now is that “codename V” is no saint. Eric Finch,
the chief of the Nose—I will come back to him below—dreads his attitude to
killing: he kills “ruthlessly, efficiently, and with a minimum of fuss”; slaughters
human beings “like cattle”;35 which is “monstrous” and “pure bloody evil.”36 But
surely there are mitigating circumstances: all people employed at the camp were
actively working towards the extermination of the detained—the “black people
and the pakistanis,” “radicals [and] the homosexuals,” all who had been “taken
away”37 as Evey recalls—which achieves, if it does not exceed, a purity of bloody
evil that is V’s retributive justice. Reading the book one cannot but side with V,
the lone survivor of the Larkhill hell, or against the fascists at the minimum.
Well: how about V then? Does he have anything to say in his defence? When
Evey asks him who he is, he replies: “I’m the King of the Twentieth Century. I’m
the Bogeyman. The Villain. The Black Sheep of the Family.” 38 When he
confronts Bishop Lilliman he presents himself as the Devil, even exhibiting a pair
of small horns.39 To be honest: V does not really seem like a great moral teacher.
Perhaps he has some other role, or roles, to play. We will discuss these in a bit.
But first we have to make something clear. It does not make it right, though,
killing all those people: revenge is not right, no, but to kill another human being
35

V, 24.

36

V, 72.

37

V, 28.

38

V, 13.

39

V says to the bishop: “Please allow me to introduce myself [...] I am a man of wealth and
taste,” which is a refrain in The Rolling Stones’ 1968 song Sympathy for the Devil (V, 54).
When the bishop asks V “Who are you really?,” he replies: “I am the devil, and I come to do
the devil’s work” (V, 55). This is actually a misquote of Charles Manson, the serial killer.
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is an Evil. This is the premise where we must begin to think about our
orientation towards V’s actions, and indeed the social rules concerning violence in
general. If there are moral absolutes, timeless and universal axioms in ethics,
whether they are such because they be divine revelations recorded in scripture or
reflected by our conscience, the principle “[t]hou shalt not kill”40 another human
being is certainly a candidate. A reading of Genesis reveals that transgression of
this principle was a sin even before it was chiselled on stone.41 Taken literally—or
in the Sadducean sense, if you like—this principle is, it needs to be said,
somewhat problematic. Like John Howard Yoder points out, one of them is that
it is prone to “collision” with other moral absolutes: “[s]ituations can easily be
imagined, or documented from history, in which it is evidently necessary to
choose between not lying and not taking life or between not taking one life and
not defending another.”42 Morality is absolute in principle, but can be a relative
praxis. This leads to some tricky ethical questions: When is threat or actual use
of physical force against another human being sanctioned? In which
circumstances is taking life permitted? There may, of course, be contingent legal
answers to these questions, but in this particular case they fail for two reasons.
They fail, because the road to totalitarian domination begins, writes Arendt, in
the murder of the juridical person of man “by putting certain categories of
people outside the protection of the law” and “by placing the camp outside the
normal penal system, and by selecting its inmates outside the normal judicial
procedure in which a definite crime entails a predictable penalty.” 43 They fail
also, because the sovereign Leader, who decides when the rules are applied,44 is
so obviously implied in the moral quandaries of his own rule. Swallowed whole,

40

Ex. 20:13. Henceforth all the references to scripture are to the King James translation.

41

See also 1 John 3:11-3.

42

John H. Yoder, Nevertheless: Varieties of Religious Pacifism (Scottdale: Herald Press, 1971),
31.
43
44

Hannah Arendt, Totalitarianism, 145.

I am referring to Carl Schmitt’s (in)famous definition of sovereignty as the one “who
decides on the exception.” See Carl Schmitt, Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept
of Sovereignty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 5.
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so to speak, legal positivism is just as useful an instrument to totalitarian regimes
as it is to liberal democracies.45
But V holds more grudges than the one against Larkhill. He is not out to
settle a personal score only, but to accomplish more than that: something
profoundly political. Settling the personal score is a mere prelude to a political
counter-revolution, purging Britain of fascism. Before we move on to discuss his
political vision, we must talk about the role(s) V plays, what system of values
does he represent?
He is very vague about himself. Apart from identifying himself as the king of
the twentieth century and bogeyman, the villain and the black sheep, V tells little
about himself or about anything else for that matter, which annoys Evey to no
end. 46 Most of his lines are quotes from literature or popular culture, ranging
from the Holy Bible to The Rolling Stones. A lot is revealed more indirectly in a
discussion between V and Evey in an episode in book 1, chapter 5. 47 The
discussion begins with V and Evey walking down the staircase of the Shadow
Gallery—this is V’s home, his “Batcave” if you like—and Evey noticing an
inscription of “V.V.V.V.V.” on the arch of the big hall. She then asks V what it
stands for. Vi veri veniversum vivus vici—“by the power of truth, I, while living,
have conquered the universe”—is a quotation in Latin coined by the influential
English occult religionist and social critic Aleister Crowley48 (1875-1947). Having
taught this Evey expresses her gratitude to V for saving her life and offers to help
him, make some kind of a deal.49 Standing before and looking at a large painting
45

See Leo Strauss, Natural Right and History (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1971),

4.
46

See e.g. V, 223.

47

V, 44.
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This is actually a misquote from the 27th Chapter, “The Cry of the 4th Aethyr.”

Which is Called PAZ,” of Crowley’s The Vision and the Voice. The original source reads “Vi,
Veri, Universum Vivus Vici,” which is “the motto of the Seer as Magister Templi” (see
footnote 13 at http://hermetic.com/crowley/the-vision-and-the-voice/aethyr4.html). It is
conceivable that, given V’s fascination with the letter (and numeral) of “V,” V.V.V.V.V. is
aesthetically superior to V.V.U.V.V., and was thereby preferred by Moore.
49

V, 43.
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hanging on the wall V accepts Evey’s offer: “Yes, I think we can make a deal.” 50
Then Evey asks him who said V.V.V.V.V. in the first place to which V answers:
“Nobody you’d have heard of. A German gentleman named Dr. John Faust. He
made a deal too.”51
There are two references to art we need to discuss next, because of their
relevance to the story told by V for Vendetta and the political experience
concealed therein. The story of Faust is widely known and there is no reason for
me to delve deep into that. The legend has been reinterpreted a number of times
ever since, most notably by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in the early 19th
century. Goethe’s Faust draws upon Christian symbolism, but despises the
church. His Mephistopheles, “one of the most influential literary creations of all
time,”52 is a very complex and diverse figure—not at all unlike V. Jeffrey Burton
Russell writes that Goethe’s
Mephisto appears both as the opponent of God and as the
instrument of the divine will; as the creator of the material
world and as God’s subject; as the principle of matter
against the principle of spirit; as evil against good; as chaos
against order; as a stimulus to creativity; and in many other
aspects. He is fundamentally a nature spirit representing the
undifferentiated world as it presents itself to human
experience. He is an invitation to the reader to face the
53
multiplicity of reality.

This also sums up many of the roles played by V: the Mephistopheles of V for
Vendetta.
Second reference is the painting: a rendition of The Martyrdom of Saint
Sebastian, the original of which was completed in 1475 by the brothers Antonio
and Piero del Pollaiuolo and exhibited today at the National Gallery in London.
Saint Sebastian was “a man of great faith, a good Christian man” who, The
50
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Jeffrey Burton Russell, Mephistopheles: the Devil in the Modern World (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 1986), 157.
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Golden Legend tells us, was martyred in the year 287 by the Roman emperor
Diocletian, during his early persecution of Christians. While serving the Roman
emperor as soldier, Sebastian converted many into the Christian faith and
performed some miracles. Upon learning this Diocletian, “a worshipper of idols,”
commanded him to be executed for being “Christian privily against my health,
and in despite of our gods.”54 Bound to a stake on a field “the archers shot at him
till he was as full of arrows as an urchin [hedgehog] is full of pricks, and thus left
him there for dead.”55 But, the legend continues, Sebastian did not die on the
stake that day, but was miraculously healed by a Christian woman “till he was all
whole,” and made of himself a living testimony to the truth of Christianity.
Against the advice of his brethren he then showed his “resurrected” body to
Diocletian. This got him in the palace prison and ended up in him being stoned
to death. Sebastian is venerated by the Roman Catholic and Orthodox churches
as the patron saint of soldiers and enemies of religion, and commonly depicted
tied to tree and pierced with arrows, as he is in the painting hanging on the wall
of the Shadow Gallery. Comparing the story of Edmund the Martyr, a ninth
century king of East Anglia, with Saint Sebastian in his Soldier Saints and Holy
Warriors John Edward Damon writes, that
[l]ike Edmund, Sebastian held high social status before his
martyrdom, was renowned as a soldier but did not fight to
save himself, desired to use his exalted position to help
those beneath him and refused to use his high status to
56
escape death.

V is, too, a king—that of “the Twentieth Century”—and a warrior, who fought and
died holding onto his principles.

54

Paul Halsall, “23// Of St. Sebastian” in The Golden Legend or Lives Of The Saints, Available
at: http://www.aug.edu/augusta/iconography/goldenLegend/sebastian.htm.
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of Early England (Aldershot, Hampshire: Ashgate, 2003), 187.
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(§2) Authority and Archḕ
V’s acts of terror take a political turn in chapter four when he infiltrates the
state’s television channel and interrupts an ideological feature film to broadcast a
videoed message, in which he basically addresses the human condition, or at
least as it is contingently exhibit in English society. 57 Sitting in front of the
camera, V begins:
I suppose you’re wondering why I’ve called you here this
evening. Well, you see, I’m not entirely satisfied with your
performance lately… I’m afraid your work has been
slipping, and… and, well, I’m afraid we’ve been thinking
about letting you go. Oh, I know, I know. You’ve been with
the company a long time now. Almost… let me see. Almost
ten thousand years! My word, doesn’t time fly? It seems like
only yesterday… I remember the day you commenced your
employment, swinging down from the trees, fresh-faced and
nervous, a bone clasped in your bristling fist… “Where do I
start, Sir?” you asked, plaintively. I recall my exact words:
“There’s a pile of dinosaur eggs over there, youngster,” I
58
said, smiling paternally the while. “Get sucking.”

What is clear is that V’s ethos is not his own: he was not there ten thousand
years ago pointing his finger at dinosaur eggs—a thought that would raise more
than a few historical and paleontological questions—but someone was: a figure
paternal to humanity. What V is doing is talking on His behalf. V continues:
Well, we’ve certainly come a long way since then, haven’t
we? And yes, yes, you’re right, in all that time you haven’t
missed a day. Well done, thou good and faithful servant.
Also, please don’t think I’ve forgotten about your
outstanding service record, or about all the invaluable
contributions you have made to the company… […] But…
well, to be frank, we’ve had our problems too. There’s no
getting away from it. Do you know what I think a lot of it
stems from? I’ll tell you… It’s your basic unwillingness to get
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V, 107-18.
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on within the company. You don’t seem to want to face up
59
to any real responsibility, or to be your own boss.

Here V’s pathos, narrated in the mode of industrial manufacture, is to appeal
to the transcendental potential within humanity to “take responsibility,” be one’s
“own boss.” I say transcendental, because V, speaking in the voice of the Father,
presumes we have the abilities necessary for “promotion” above the duties on the
“factory floor,”60 but have thus far failed to apply. What does V mean by talking
about the company, factory, promotion, and work? His is a parable about power
in human community: a criticism of the way in which humanity, every single
human being, lets itself be ruled

politically. According to Depraz’s

phenomenological reduction of the political, a transcendental political being is
someone who “practices reflexion at the very moment when he is acting,”61 and,
according to V, we are currently not practising reflexion of our political
circumstance. We have become servants to the powers that be and let our
“political being” down. And for this we cannot, V declares, blame the powers
that be:
And it’s no good blaming the drop in work standards upon
bad management, either… Though, to be sure, the
management is very bad. In fact, let us not mince words…
the management is terrible! We’ve had a string of
embezzlers, frauds, liars and lunatics making a string of
catastrophic decisions. This is plain fact. But who elected
them? It was you! You who appointed these people! You
62
who gave them the power to make your decisions for you!

V comes down heavy on his “children”: he reminds them of the possibility of
political transformation latent in their current, despicable condition. This is what
makes V’s address a political parable: not merely its literary form, but focusing
our attention on something crucially important we might not see or, for some
reason, might not want to look at. “The immediate aim of a parable,” writes
59

V, 113-14.

60

V, 115.
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Depraz, “Phenomenological Reduction and the Political,” 11.
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Snodgrass, “is to be compellingly interesting, and in being interesting it diverts
attention and disarms. A parable’s ultimate aim is to awaken insight, stimulate
the conscience, and move to action.”63 And this is exactly where V leaves his
television address:
I will, however, be generous. You will be granted two years
to show me some improvement in your work. If at the end
of that time you are still unwilling to make a go of it…
You’re fired. That will be all. You may return to your
64
labours.

For Jesus parables were instruments to convey messages from God the Father
to His people. Like prophets before him, Jesus talked in parables to reveal
something about the nature of God and to show what humanity is like and, not
only that, what it should and may become. Jesus wanted to make people think
about themselves and stimulate a response in their relation to God.65 While the
reader of the book does not know it yet, this chapter and episode—the address V
had recorded and shows on television—marks the end of V’s campaign of
violence and the beginning of its “messianic” conclusion.
Before moving on to that a brief excursion to how V is finally caught up with.
It is the job of Finch, the Minister of Investigations at The Nose, to figure out V
and the rationale behind V’s “terrorism.” Finch is a senior investigator, an
experienced professional and, unlike many of the fingermen patrolling the streets,
has moral standards the likes one would expect from your average pipe-smoking,
trench coat wearing Scotland Yard detective. He is outspokenly sceptical of the
ideological aspects of the current regime, but his services provide more than
enough merit for the Leader Susan to support him nevertheless.66 Finch finally
makes a breakthrough in his investigations when he travels to Larkhill and, in
order to “think the way he thinks,” meaning V of course, takes a large dose of
63

Klyne Snodgrass, Stories with Intent: A Comprehensive Guide to the Parables of Jesus (Grand
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2008), 8, emphasis in original.
64

V, 117-8.
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Snodgrass, Stories with Intent, 8-9.
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LSD upon entering the now abandoned camp. 67 On his trip Finch wanders
around the camp, becomes to express doubt and feel guilt about his
entanglement with the totalitarian movement: “How did I get here, to this
stinking place; my job; my life; my conscience; my prison...”?68 At his point V for
Vendetta reveals its anagronisis: “a certain point near the end at which linear
suspense is resolved and the unifying shape of the whole design becomes
conceptually visible” as put by Northrop Frye, “a point of identification, where a
hidden truth about something or somebody comes into view.” 69 What comes
into view is the vision that answers all of Finch’s questions: “Who imprisoned
me here? Who keeps me here? Who can release me? Who’s controlling and
constraining my life, except… me?”70 Then Finch runs away from the ruins of
the camp, “vomiting up the values that victimized” 71 him, climbs up a hill,
holding his hands up to the sky, and finds himself with the answer Thomas got
when he asked Jesus, according to the gospel of St. John, “whither thou goest;
and how can we know the way?”: “I am the way, the truth, and the life.”72
At this pivotal moment Finch, like V five years before him, discovers his
political being. Tearing himself bare naked, Finch climbs out of the darkness of
his cratological political condition, from the official truth of totalitarianism, into
the light of archontic political transcendence, the powerless authority of “the
way, the truth, and the life.” The same was experienced by Evey after she was
incarcerated and interrogated by the Finger—or that is at least what Evey
thought, not knowing she is in fact safe with V in the Shadow Gallery, being
acuminated out of her political condition.73 Evey is forced to make a decision
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V, 210.
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V, 215.
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Northrop Frye, 1963 Fables of Identity: Studies in Poetic Mythology (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1963), 25-6.
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V, 215.
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V, 216.
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John 14:5-6. In V for Vendetta this fragment is quoted in French: “La voie… la vérite… la
vie.”
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V, chs. 10-13.
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between submitting to the powers that be, signing a false confession against V, or
death by firing squad. By choosing death over submission—when “there’s nothing
left to threaten with, is there?”74—Evey passes V’s trial of allegiance and the truth
is revealed to her. Upon finding out she was in fact imprisoned, not by the
Finger, but by her mentor, Evey’s initial reaction is of course confused anger. But
V explains that this had to be done, because he loved Evey and wanted to set
her free:
I didn’t put you in prison, Evey. I just showed you the bars.
[…] You were born in a prison. You’ve been in a prison so
long, you no longer believe there’s a world outside. […]
You were in a cell, Evey. They offered you a choice
between death of your principles and the death of your
body. […] You said you’d rather die. You faced the fear of
your own death, and you were calm and still. […] The door
of the cage is open, Evey. All that you feel is the wind from
75
the outside. Don’t be afraid.

Then V walks Evey, gripped by fear and trembling, into the elevator and on
to the roof of the Shadow Gallery. In the storm and rain, standing high above
the streets of London, Evey holds her hands up to the sky. She begins to
describe her feelings: “V… everything’s so different… I… I feel so….”76 But V
already knows how she feels:
Five years ago I too came through a night like this, naked
under a roaring sky. This night is yours. Seize it. Encircle it
within your arms. Bury it into your heart up to the hilt…
77
become transfixed… become transfigured… forever.

The scene at the roof—Evey’s transfiguration—is depicted on a single page
coloured monochrome. Its archetype is in the gospel accounts of Jesus leading
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V, 172.
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some of his disciples to a high mountain (Tabor or Hermon, likely) to witness
his transfiguration, metemorphōthē:78
And after six days Jesus taketh with him Peter, and James,
and John, and leadeth them up into an high mountain apart
by themselves: and he was transfigured before them. And
his raiment became shining, exceeding white as snow; so as
79
no fuller on earth can white them.

The narrative of Jesus’ transfiguration is to be read eschatologically. It is a
revelation, to his closest disciples, the archḕ of the Logos—“For the life was
manifested, and we have seen it, and bear witness, and shew unto you that
eternal life, which was with the Father, and was manifested unto us”80—and the
coming of his suffering and death, but also the promise of parousia. To those
who believe this tells that transfiguration—“we all, with open face beholding as in
a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image from glory to
glory”81—begins already in this life. As it is lucidly explicated in The Theological
Dictionary of the New Testament:
This is not mystical deification but a reattainment of the
divine likeness. It does not take place by rituals but by the
ministry of the Spirit. It is not for an elite few but for all
Christians. It is not just a hope for the future […] but begins
already with the coming of the Spirit as a deposit. It carries
with it an imperative […]. Set in the new aeon, Christians
must reshape their conduct in accordance with it. This takes
place as their minds and wills are renewed by the Spirit.
82
They are thus to become what they are.

The imperative is a political one. As put by St. Paul: “[B]e not conformed to this
world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove
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what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God.” 83 This is to say
transfiguration is an act of intellectual renewal: declaration of freedom from the
hierarchies of the world—“for the fashion of this world passeth away” 84 —and
assuming the political being of the archḕ: the eternally pre-existent, “[t]hat
which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with
our eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the Word
of life.”85
After Evey’s transfiguration—from the superfluousness of totalitarian reduction
to the discovery of spiritual freedom of the archḕ—V tempts Evey, offering her a
chance to avenge the death of her former lover by simply plucking a rose from
the Shadow Gallery’s garden: “To pick a flower is not a large thing. It is as easy
as it is irrevocable. Understand what is being offered here, and do as thou wilt.”86
Evey, however, declines the offer: “Let it grow.”87 The scene suddenly cuts into
the Leader Susan, who sits is in his office looking at the monitors of Fate, which
suddenly proclaim: I LOVE YOU. On these few pages of the V for Vendetta we
find two narrative parallels with the gospel. The first is the story of the three
temptations that took place soon after Jesus had been baptised detailed in the
Gospels of Matthew, 88 Mark, 89 and Luke. 90 According to Luke the devil took
Jesus on a mountain high and showed him “all the kingdoms of the world in a
moment of time” and said: “All this power will I give thee, and the glory of
them: for that is delivered unto me; and to whomsoever I will I give it.”91 Jesus
83

Rom. 12:2.
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1 Cor. 7:31.
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Kittel, Friedrich, and Bromiley, Theological Dictionary, 81.
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declines the offer: “Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt
thou serve.”92 The second parallel is in the message delivered by V to Leader
Susan via Fate: “Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you,”
Jesus teaches in the Sermon on the Mount, that “ye may be the children of your
Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust.”93

Christian Anarchy?
What we have in V for Vendetta is evil, everywhere: the “radical evil”
embodied by the fascist leviathan and the “pure bloody evil” enacted by V,
taking revenge on the powers that be and undermining their totalitarian
ideology. For anyone of pacifist persuasion this irreducibility of evil is a bitter pill
to swallow. But one cannot get away from this by not reading V for Vendetta: we
are not talking just about comics here, but of the human political condition.
There is in the world such a thing as evil and overcoming it with good, while
“honest in the sight of all men,”94 will not always be good enough. This is a
cause for considerable intellectual and existential unease.
V is unable to overcome it himself. Having “toppled empires” and “made a
canvas clean of rubble,” he gives his life as sacrifice so that “creators can then
build a better world.”95 What he means by “better world” is somewhat vague,
and such talk makes Evey initially very confused. As he lies dying of gunshot
wounds inflicted on him by Eric Finch, V delivers his “heritage” to Evey:
gives it to whom he wills, from which follows that those who hold political power receive it
from him and depend upon him. See Jacques Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity (Grand Rapids,
Mich.: W.B. Eerdmans, 1991), 58.
92
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This country is not saved … do not think that … but all its
old beliefs have become rubble, and from rubble may we
build … That is their task, to rule themselves; their lives and
loves and land … with this achieved, then let them talk of
96
salvation. Without it, they are surely carrion.

Soon thereafter Evey comes to realise her role in this history of salvation:
after V’s passing she must become the symbol he anonymously embodied; she
must take upon herself to represent the ideas and principles behind the painted
smile. After the authorities have declared “terrorist by the codename V” dead,
Evey’s V makes her first and final appearance—at least in the novel, that is—
addressing London through the multitude of its public speakers:
Since mankind’s dawn, a handful of oppressors have
accepted the responsibility over our lives that we should
have accepted for ourselves. By doing so, they took our
power. By doing nothing, we gave it away. We’ve seen
where their way leads, through camps and wars, towards
the slaughterhouse.
In anarchy, there is another way. With anarchy, from rubble
comes new life, hope reinstated. They say anarchy’s dead,
but see, reports of my death were … exaggerated.
Tomorrow, Downing Street will be destroyed, the Head
reduced to ruins, an end to what has gone before. Tonight,
you must choose what comes next. Lives of our own, or a
97
return to chains. Choose carefully. And so, adieu.

With this V, resurrected in Evey, does not take part in the new creation, the rule
of lives and loves and land, but acts without expecting anything specific to result.
According to Depraz, only such “acting-without-doing” can be said to be purely
transcendental: “it remains free with regards to any effect.” 98 What such a
“transcendental detachment” accomplishes is the disarming the domination of
political power and endowing the powerless-ness of spiritual authority: “[t]he
guardian of authority is […] originally passive, but his passivity is not opposed to
96
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activity any longer, it rather leads to the only true action, which is a spiritual
one.” 99 As St. Paul writes in his letter to the Colossians: “Blotting out the
handwriting of ordinances that was against us, which was contrary to us, and
took it out of the way, nailing it to his cross; And having spoiled principalities
and powers, he made a shew of them openly, triumphing over them in it.” 100
This

is

what

Christ

accomplished

and

in

the

shadow

of

His

“protophenomenology” we stand.
If I had to put V for Vendetta in an ideological pigeonhole, it would be
Christian anarchism. It is certainly anarchism, but the bit leaning on Christianity
is much more subtle and often overlooked. I am not denying V systematically
ignores a number of points raised in the Sermon on the Mount—the “manifesto
of Christian anarchism.” 101 Neither am I denying that there is a certain antireligious ethos in the book—V did attack organised religion by murdering Bishop
Lilliman, who had ganged up with the powers that be and taken some very unChristian liberties of his own—but, at the same time, not overestimating it either.
Such political action may be warranted in certain cases, take Dietrich
Bonhoeffer’s opposition of National Socialism for example, and is in itself not a
blemish on Christianity, but something we have learned, over the history of
human civilisation, to expect from one another.102 The interesting question here
is not theological, whether or not V’s ethos is in line with some religious
tradition—is it Christian in particular or theist in general?—but of metaethical
nature. Whence the moral foundation to stand one’s ground against, say, a
totalitarian Britain—something Walter Wink would have no trouble at all
identifying a domination system, a political order “characterized by unjust
economic relations, oppressive political relations, biased race relations,
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patriarchal gender relations, hierarchical power relations, and the use of violence
to maintain them all”?103
I have to give it to James Leask, who put it into words blogging on C!TB on
the news of Margaret Thatcher’s passing:
In the wake of the film adaptation, the Guy Fawkes mask of
its protagonist, V, has become an emblem for the
Anonymous movement, which I believe misses the entire
point of the book. V For Vendetta asks one central
question, is terrorism justified if it is for a noble cause, and
refuses to answer the question. Even if the thinly-veiled
Thatcherite analogue is the villain of the book, that does
not make V the hero. V takes on the identity of Britain’s
most famous terrorist, and then proceeds to do worse. He
wins, but did he do good? He hurt a lot of people, ones who
104
weren’t just his opponents. He revelled in fire and blood.

He certainly did and this is the root of all the intellectual and existential
unease: not because V for Vendetta does not relieve its readers with an answer,
but because this question goes unanswered while some of us are building real
bombs and stabbing living people to death this very moment. If we go looking
for metaethical grounds to take part in such activities—or to resist them—there is
no-one in a position to give or deny permission on the horizontal plane, so to
speak: humanity is matter that does not matter, and talk of a “better world” is
meaningless without an absolute measure for what is good in the first place.
Thus there is a certain irony in the fact that representations of V—the Guy
Fawkes mask and his rallying cries—are employed by the Anonymous and other
likeminded groups to attack religion or religious institutions. Given: it is one
thing to resist the evil that men do in the name of religion, but another to
categorically rule out transcendence. We can hand our freedom to the powers
that be, of course, expect them to tell good apart from evil and wait for orders.
103

Walter Wink, 1998 The Powers That Be: Theology for a New Millennium (New York, NY:
Doubleday, 1998), 39.
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But that would not be getting on with the company, would it? Why should we
dedicate ourselves to the management, because their mores are subjective just like
everyone else’s, and they are likely “embezzlers, frauds, liars and lunatics”
anyway?
Moshe Halbertal and Avishai Margalit argue in their Idolatry that human
beings can not really help dedicating their lives to something, and one should
think long and hard what or who is worthy of asking such a high price:
Absolute value can conferred upon many things—institutions
such as the state, persons, goals, ideologies, and even a
football team. In this extension of worship, religious attitude
is perceived not as part of a metaphysics or as an expression
of customary rituals but as a form of absolute devotion, an
attitude that makes something into a godlike being. What
makes something into an absolute is that it is both
overriding and demanding. It claims to stand superior to
any competing claim, and unlike merely an overriding rule it
is also something that provides a program and a cause,
105
thereby demanding dedication and devotion.

Anonymous occupation of parks and squares, attacking websites for “lulz” is
mere protest, not an inch more. It leaves you with the same shadows and doubts
you have after reading V for Vendetta: what now? If what we have now is not
right and good, what is and—this is a very important question—why? Every inch
towards answering this question is movement on the vertical plane, so to speak,
and steps taken up are ones of absolute devotion.
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The Religious Significance of the
Atheist Conception of Life
Joseph M. Spencer

A

lready in the nineteenth century, Friedrich Nietzsche demonstrated the
necessity of distinguishing between two kinds of atheism, two ways of
relating to what he called the death of God.1 The essential difference

between them can perhaps best be illustrated through a joke often recounted by
Slavoj Žižek:
A man who believes himself to be a grain of seed is taken to
a mental institution where the doctors do their best to
convince him that he is not a grain of seed but a man;
however, when he is cured (convinced that he is not a grain
of seed but a man) and allowed to leave the hospital, he
immediately comes back, trembling and very scared—there
is a chicken outside the door, and he is afraid it will eat him.
“My dear fellow,” says his doctor, “you know very well that
you are not a grain of seed but a man.” “Of course I know,”
2
replies the patient, “but does the chicken?”

Corresponding to God’s death in this joke is the simple fact that the hospital
patient is not a grain of seed. The most common sort of atheism—that for which
Nietzsche had nothing but scorn—comes to recognize God’s death only in an
1

See Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York: Vintage,
1974), 181–82.
2

Slavoj Žižek, The Parallax View (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006), 351.
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extremely limited way, namely, by coming to believe that a certain object, God,
does not exist. An atheism worthy of the era Nietzsche hoped to inaugurate,
however, would have to come to see that God’s non-existence entails an entire
metaphysics and calls for a systemic transformation of culture.3
When Paul Ricoeur wrote of “the religious significance of atheism,”4 he had
reference to this second sort. Atheism becomes genuinely significant for
Christian religiosity only when it fully recognizes the stakes of unbelief, only
when it sees with real clarity that atheism does not so much announce freedom
from religiosity as propose a monumental task of rebuilding Western culture and
thought on the foundations of a novel ontology. Put another way, atheism
becomes genuinely significant for Christian religiosity only when it fully
recognizes Christian theism for what it actually is: an ontology, an ethics, an
aesthetics—and all these as the historical foundations for Western civilization.
Thus David Bentley Hart, in the course of criticizing the less-than-Nietzschean
“New Atheists,” can thank Nietzsche for at least having had “the good manners
to despise Christianity, in large part, for what it actually was.”5 Curiously, then,
atheism becomes genuinely significant for Christian religiosity only when it takes
as its principal enemies not theists or believers but atheists of the first or
common sort.

3

See the helpful discussion of this point in Gilles Deleuze, “Nietzsche,” in Pure Immanence:
Essays on A Life, trans. Anne Boyman (New York: Zone Books, 2005), 71: “Did we kill God
when we put man in his place and kept the most important thing, which is the place?” Or
again, in Gilles Deleuze, “How Do We Recognize Structuralism?” in Desert Islands and Other
Texts, 1953–1974, ed. David Lapoujade, trans. Michael Taormina (Los Angeles and New York:
Semiotext(e), 2004), 175: “The third consequence is that structuralism is inseparable from a
new materialism, a new atheism, a new anti-humanism. For if the place is primary in relation
to whatever occupies it, it certainly will not do to replace God with man in order to change
the structure.”
4

See Alasdair MacIntyre and Paul Ricoeur, The Religious Significance of Atheism (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1969). Ricoeur’s contribution to this book (“Religion, Atheism,
and Faith”) appears in a somewhat different form in Paul Ricoeur, The Conflict of
Interpretations, ed. Don Ihde (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1974), 440–67.
5

David Bentley Hart, Atheist Delusions: The Christian Revolution and Its Fashionable Enemies
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2009), 6.
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In the spirit of Ricoeur, I mean here to address the religious significance of the
atheist conception of life. To the extent that, as Ricoeur says, “atheism does not
exhaust itself in the negation and destruction of religion” but rather “clears the
ground for a new faith, a faith for a postreligious age,”6 it might be asked how
such a “new faith,” fully confronting atheist conceptions of what it means to live,
would conceive of life as such. In asking and attempting preliminarily to answer
this question, I will limit myself to confronting just two contemporary atheist
philosophies of life—those laid out by Martin Hägglund and Alain Badiou. I draw
on these two thinkers in particular because, fascinatingly, they seem to be
fundamentally at odds with one another. Where what Hägglund calls “radical
atheism” takes the mistake of common or vulgar atheism to be its refusal of
finitude, Badiou’s “contemporary atheism” argues that common or vulgar
atheism fails precisely because of its commitment to finitude.7 In what follows, I
first summarize each of these two thinkers’ respective conceptions of life and
then turn my attention to outlining what might be the significance of their
atheisms for Christian thought.8

6

MacIntyre and Ricoeur, The Religious Significance of Atheism, 60.

7

Hägglund gives the name of “radical atheism” to the project in the title of his important
2008 book on Derrida. See Martin Hägglund, Radical Atheism: Derrida and the Time of Life
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2008). Badiou speaks of “contemporary atheism” in
Alain Badiou, Briefings on Existence: A Short Treatise on Transitory Ontology, trans. Norman
Madarasz (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2006), 29. Christopher Watkin, however, speaks of
Badiou’s “difficult atheism.” See Christopher Watkin, Difficult Atheism: Post-Theological
Thinking in Alain Badiou, Jean-Luc Nancy, and Quentin Meillassoux (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 2011).
8

I might notice that the forms of “radical” and “contemporary” atheism I have selected for
investigation here are those, specifically, that are less invested in the biological sciences—the
sciences, that is, of life—than some other attempts at a second atheism. Thus, although it is
Nietzsche who first identifies the need for a second atheism, and although he does so in the
name, specifically, of life, I pass over Nietzsche and his most important philosophical heirs
here—most notably, Gilles Deleuze. Similarly, I pass over Adrian Johnston’s important recent
criticisms of both Badiou’s and Hägglund’s projects, criticisms made in the name of the
biological sciences and with a focus on questions of theism and atheism. For these criticisms,
see Adrian Johnston, Prolegomena to Any Future Materialism, Volume One: The Outcome of
Contemporary French Philosophy (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2013), 79–128;
Adrian Johnston, “Life Terminable and Interminable: The Undead and the Afterlife of the
Afterlife—A Friendly Disagreement with Martin Hägglund,” The New Centennial Review 9.1
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Finitude and Immortality: Martin Hägglund
According to Martin Hägglund, theism is a question of a specifically double
desire, “the desire for God and immortality,” 9 and it is the orientation to
immortality that ultimately lies at the heart of every theism. As he explains, “the
common denominator for religions is . . . that they promote a notion of the
unscathed—regardless of whether the unscathed is posited as transcendent or
immanent and regardless of whether it is called God or something else.”10 The
soul of theism is thus, he contends, the conviction that immortality is somehow
more primordial, more essential, than mortality—in other words, the conviction
that mortality is derivative from immortality, an abstraction from a more
fundamental pure presence. Theism, then, according to Hägglund, is belief less in
immortality’s reality than in its primordiality. Of course, the common view of
theism makes no such distinction between reality and primordiality, tacitly
assuming that, whatever commitments theism might have to belief in
immortality, they are exhausted in conviction concerning its reality. The
consequence is that, as Hägglund puts it, “in traditional atheism mortal being is
still conceived as a lack of being that we desire to transcend.” 11 The sort of
vulgar atheism against which it is necessary for a fully developed atheism to
contend is one that, while it may be materially atheistic in that it denies the reality
of immortality, remains formally theistic in that it affirms the desirability—and thus
the primordiality—of immortality.12

(Spring 2009): 147–89; and Adrian Johnston, “The True Thing Is the (W)hole: FreudianLacanian Psychoanalysis and Derridean Chronolibidinal Reading—Another Friendly Reply to
Martin Hägglund,” Derrida Today 6.2 (2013): 146–68.
9

Hägglund, Radical Atheism, 1, emphasis added.

10

Martin Hägglund, “The Radical Evil of Deconstruction: A Reply to John Caputo,” Journal
for Cultural and Religious Theory 11.2 (Spring 2011): 129.
Retrieved from http://www.jcrt.org/archives/11.2/hagglund.pdf, January 27, 2014.
11
12

Hägglund, Radical Atheism, 1.

In one instance at least, Hägglund has further divided traditional atheism into three distinct
subcategories: melancholic atheism, pragmatic atheism, and therapeutic atheism. See Martin
Hägglund, “The Challenge of Radical Atheism: A Response,” The New Centennial Review 99.1
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It is thus not difficult to guess what Hägglund has in mind when he speaks of
radical atheism. It is a question of dispensing not only with belief in immortality’s
reality, but also and more importantly with belief in its primordiality or
preferability. As Hägglund himself puts it: “Radical atheism . . . does not dispute
the existence but rather the desirability of God and eternity.”13 How, though, is
the radical atheist to go about disputing the desirability of God and immortality—
to go about “developing the logic of radical atheism”? According to Hägglund,
the task is effectively to show that “the so-called desire for immortality
dissimulates a desire for survival that precedes it and contradicts it from
within.”14 What is needed is, in short, a philosophical investigation that reveals
the ways in which every desire for the unscathed deconstructs itself, having been
built in the first place only and entirely from the elements of desire for strictly
mortal survival. The development of such a logic is an unmistakably Derridean
project, and Hägglund has generally staged his larger philosophical project as an
exegesis of Derrida, focused on reclaiming him from theological interpreters. But
although the project is cast as exegetical, as if it were principally an argument
over textual interpretation and philosophical inheritance, Hägglund makes clear
that the primary concern of his work is to present a radically atheist conception
of life.
The key to Hägglund’s strategy lies within the nature of time. To the extent
that time is the principal condition for the possibility of life,15 the only way to
undertake an effective deconstruction of the desire for immortality is to become
fully clear about time. This, Hägglund contends, was accomplished in a striking
way in Derrida’s early writings on Husserl. According to Derrida, closely
following Husserl’s lectures On the Phenomenology of the Consciousness of Internal
Time, time unfolds according to the rhythm of the experience of traces—traces
produced in an irretrievable past and destined for an indeterminate future. The
(2009): 228–29. Retrieved from
http://www.martinhagglund.se/images/stories/9.1.hagglund01.pdf, January 29, 2014.
13

Hägglund, “The Radical Evil of Deconstruction,” 134.

14

Hägglund, Radical Atheism, 1.

15

See ibid., 29: “the tracing of time is the condition for life in general.”
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human subject, confined to the present and so always and only dealing with such
traces, is caught in the space of delay between past and future. This occupied
space is thus, as Hägglund summarizes, “marked by the retentional awareness of
being too late (in relation to what is no longer)” as well as by “the protentional
awareness of being too early (in relation to what is not yet).” 16 As noted, this
account is one Derrida takes from Husserl, but Derrida, unlike Husserl, refuses to
ground it in a more primordial absolute presence. For Derrida, the consequence
of being both too late to comprehend what factically determines experience and
too early to comprehend the total closure of experience is that one’s “selfrelation is necessarily mediated across a temporal distance that prevents [her]
from ever coinciding with [her]self.”17 Absent any transcendental ego, the subject
in time experiences life as an unsettled tension between the immemorial and the
unanticipatable.
Thus, for Derrida and therefore for Hägglund, life is irreparably mortal—
mortal not only at its surface, but to its core. This is the logic of survival.
Hägglund explains: “If something survives it is never present in itself; it is already
marked by the destruction of a past that is no longer and remains for a future
that is not yet.” 18 And survival exhausts the concept of life as a temporal
phenomenon, since “if the moment [of life] did not negate itself there would be
no time, only a presence forever remaining the same.”19 Such a “presence forever
remaining the same” would amount precisely to an immortality indistinguishable

16

Ibid., 70, emphases in original.

17

Ibid. Hägglund carefully defends Derrida against critics who have suggested that Derrida
misses the point of Husserl’s philosophy of time. See ibid., 50–75. On Hägglund’s account,
Derrida’s account of hetero-affection was meant in its original (mid-1960s) formulations to
function as a critique Michel Henry’s interpretation of Husserl (particularly in The Essence of
Manifestation). See ibid., 216.
18

Robert King and Martin Hägglund, “Radical Atheism and ‘The Arche-Materiality of
Time,’” Journal of Philosophy: A Cross-Disciplinary Inquiry 6.14 (Winter 2011): 62. Retrieved
from http://www.martinhagglund.se/images/stories/InterviewHagglund.pdf, January 29,
2014.
19

Martin Hägglund, “Chronolibidinal Reading: Deconstruction and Psychoanalysis,” The New
Centennial Review 9.1 (2009): 5.
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from death, one that would in effect “annihilate the impure difference of life.”20
Life as such is only experienced in genuine risk, only “by exposing it to a future
that may erase it, but which also gives it the chance to live on.”21 Mortal life is
the only life of which one can speak. And it is this conclusion, Hägglund claims,
that makes his position radically atheist. Because the only possible sort of life is
life that unfolds to the rhythm of time, and because time conditions life always
and only in the form of mortal survival, it must be said that every apparent desire
for immortality masks real desire for survival.22 As Hägglund summarily puts this
point: “The desire to live on after death is not a desire for immortality, since to
live on is to remain subjected to temporal finitude. This desire for survival cannot
aim at transcending time, since the given time is the only chance for survival.”23
To secure this last point, Hägglund turns not to Derrida, but to the Socrates
of Plato’s Symposium. “Even though Socrates does not acknowledge it,” Hägglund
explains, “the logic of his argument” for the idea that a certain lack of being
orients human beings to the eternal and immortal is actually “incompatible with
a metaphysical logic of lack.”24 Socrates considers the case of a man who already
has but nonetheless desires health, and he concludes that such a man’s desire is
driven by his orientation to an unrealized ideal fullness of health he lacks even as
he possesses a mortal measure of health. But, as Hägglund notes,
Socrates does not say that the man wants to transcend his
condition of mortal health. On the contrary, he wants to go
on being what he is. And since he is mortal, he wants to live
on as mortal. . . . This desire for survival is incompatible with

20

Hägglund, Radical Atheism, 29.

21

Hägglund, “The Radical Evil of Deconstruction,” 133.

22

This language of “appearance” and “reality” is reminiscent of psychoanalysis, and it is worth
noting that Hägglund has in several places cast his project in terms of its relationship to
psychoanalysis.
23
24

Hägglund, “Chronolibidinal Reading,” 10, emphasis in original.

Martin Hägglund, Dying for Time: Proust, Woolf, Nabokov (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2012), 5.
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the desire for immortality, since it wants to hold on to a life
25
that is essentially mortal and inherently divided by time.

Socrates himself thus makes clear that desire to live forever can only be desire to
live incessantly as a mortal. And the woman who serves as Socrates’ source for
wisdom confirms the point: “When Diotima sets out to prove her thesis that all
creatures are driven by the ‘passion for immortality,’ she in fact shows that all
creatures are driven by the passion for survival”; they seek “to have children, to
be famous,” and so on—mortal pursuits, all of them.26 Every conceivable desire
for immortality is, in the last analysis, a desire for mortality, a desire to go on
living mortally.
Does Hägglund then simply suggest that one should accept one’s finitude,
should accept death? Fascinatingly, he explicitly denies that this is what follows
from his arguments: “To affirm mortal life does not entail an acceptance of
death. On the contrary, to affirm mortal life is to oppose death, to resist and
defer it for as long as possible.”27 To affirm life is not to accept death, but to
affirm the struggle to survive. Hägglund explains:
One cannot be cured from the fear of death and learn to
“accept” finitude. As Derrida indicates . . . , an acceptance of
finitude would amount to a denial of finitude. . . . If one
accepted finitude, one would accept death and thus deny
the attachment to the finite life that is extinguished in death.
. . . On the contrary, the desire to keep a finite life amounts
to a struggle against death. The desire to keep a finite life
can never be reconciled with itself, since what it desires
28
leads to death despite itself.

Taking comfort neither in a peace-inducing “acceptance” of death nor in a selfcontradictory conviction concerning immortality, Hägglund contends that
human beings seeking to live cannot avoid occupying a space in which “it [is]
impossible for anything to be good in itself.” Everything is contaminated by “the
25

Ibid., emphases in original.
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Ibid., 6.
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Hägglund, Radical Atheism, 129.
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Ibid., 159, emphasis in original.
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possibility of alteration and corruption from the first inception,” 29 and so
whatever or whomever one loves is as irreparably mortal as oneself. In short,
“happiness or any other state of being requires a process of survival that takes
the time to live by postponing death.”30
If, then, one were to attempt to capture the essence of Hägglund’s radical
atheist conception of life in a single word, it would have to be a Derridean
keyword: survivance. This word has been variously translated—sometimes as
“survival,” sometimes as “afterlife,” often simply as “survivance”—but in light of
Hägglund’s work and in fidelity to Derrida’s attention to diacritics, another
possible translation might be offered here, one on which I will draw in the last
part of this paper: “im/mortality.” Hägglundian life is im/mortal; it is at once the
incessant renewal of mortality and the definitive separation of immortality from
itself. At the heart of every supposed desire for immortality is a certain
inconsistency that deconstructs that desire, revealing that at its core is a certain
love for mortal survival, a desire to go on living mortally for as long as possible—
if not, perhaps, forever.

Infinitude and Eternal Life: Alain Badiou
Where Martin Hägglund speaks of radical atheism, of going to the root of
disbelief, Alain Badiou speaks of “contemporary atheism,” of a sort of disbelief
that is peculiar to that era in which one can say, “the twentieth century has taken
place.”31 An irremediable historical element thus characterizes Badiou’s attempt
at a second atheism, something he himself notes in a comment on the
importance of Nietzsche’s call for a second atheism: “there is a complete
difference between the theoretical formula, ‘God does not exist,’ and the

29

Ibid., 121.

30

Hägglund, “The Challenge of Radical Atheism,” 228, emphasis in original.

31

Alain Badiou, The Century, trans. Alberto Toscano (Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2007), xiv.
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historical or factual statement, ‘God is dead.’”32 This is especially important for
Badiou, since he argues for the importance of distinguishing among three deaths
of God. The development of modernity in the West produced the first two
deaths of God—the deaths of both Descartes’s God of philosophical metaphysics
and Pascal’s God of religious experience.33 These Gods are entirely dead: “It has
happened. . . . God is finished. And religion is finished, too. As Jean-Luc Nancy
has strongly stated, there is something irreversible here.”34 But even with these
Gods dead, according to Badiou, another God still breathes, and the death of
this third (and presumably last) God—the death of Heidegger’s God of poetic
finitude—remains in process.
A strictly contemporary atheism thus attends to the work of seeing the third
death of God to completion. And, according to Badiou, the appropriate
obsequies for Heidegger’s God have an unmistakably appropriate form: “It is . . .
imperative,” he says, “so as to be serenely established in the irreversible element
of God’s death, to finish up with the motif of finitude.”35 But what sort of task
weighs on those who would finish up with the motif of finitude? According to
Badiou, the task is to ask a question about life—“What is it to live?”36—and to
provide an answer to this question by pursuing “a meditation, in the clearing of
God’s death, on what must be thought in the word: ‘here.’”37 Badiou clarifies:
Committed to the triple destitution of the gods, we,
inhabitants of the Earth’s infinite sojourn, can assert that
everything is here, always here, and that thought’s reserve
lies in the thoroughly informed and firmly declared
egalitarian platitude of what befalls us here. Here is the
32

Badiou, Briefings on Existence, 21.

33

Badiou first introduced the several deaths of God in Alain Badiou, Being and Event, trans.
Oliver Feltham (New York: Continuum, 2006), 26–27. His fullest exposition of the deaths of
God, however, and one that introduces a number of important nuances into his position, is to
be found in Badiou, Briefings on Existence, 21–32.
34

Badiou, Briefings on Existence, 23.

35

Ibid., 29.

36

See Alain Badiou, Logics of Worlds: Being and Event II, trans. Alberto Toscano (New York:
Continuum, 2009), 507–14.
37

Badiou, Briefings on Existence, 32, translation slightly modified.
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place where truths come to be. Here we are infinite. Here
nothing is promised to us, only to be faithful to what befalls
38
us.

This impassioned “here,” the “here” of the fully-alive subject, has to be clarified
through a lengthy reworking of Heidegger’s lifelong meditation on Dasein,
“being-there.” The Badiouian “here” supplants or at least supplements “beingthere,” the latter reduced to describing merely an impersonal world, the envelope
of banal existence.39
All this might be put more simply: Badiou argues for a crucial difference
between existing and living. According to Badiou’s mathematical articulation of
being and logical articulation of appearing, everything that exists exists in an
actual world (in the singular), while everything that lives lives across actual worlds
(in the plural). For that reason, life is for Badiou a question both of truth—that is,
of what holds across all worlds—and of a kind of immortality—since death is
reducible to passage into inexistence within a particular world.40 Thus humans, at
once animals (existents) and uniquely capable of orientation by trans-worldly
truths (living things), are caught up in the dialectic between the “here” of
genuine life and the “there” of mere existence. At the level of the individual
person, according to Badiou, this dialectic takes the shape of “incorporation,” of
allowing one’s animal existence to be drawn into the living production of a body
of eternal truth.41 And because such production precariously unfolds in the wake
of the vanished flash of a revelatory event, incorporation takes the shape of
38

Ibid., 31, translation slightly modified.

39

Badiou dedicates the whole of Logics of Worlds to the exposition of “being-there.”

40

The question of truth is the main focus of both Being and Event and Logics of Worlds, and it
promises to be the subject also of Badiou’s promised but as yet unwritten Immanence of Truths.
On the latter, see Alain Badiou and Fabien Tarby, Philosophy and the Event, trans. Louise
Burchill (Malden, MA: Polity, 2013), 105–18. For a short treatment of truth and the transworldly, see Alain Badiou, Second Manifesto for Philosophy, trans. Louise Burchill (Malden, MA:
Polity, 2011). On death, see Badiou, Logics of Worlds, 267–70.
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Badiou’s earliest formulation of this idea can be found in Alain Badiou, Ethics: An Essay on
the Understanding of Evil, trans. Peter Hallward (New York: Verso, 2001), 40–52. A more
formal and systematic exposition is in Badiou, Logics of Worlds, 449–503; and a mature but less
formidable discussion is in Badiou, Second Manifesto for Philosophy, 83–90.
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fidelity, of faithfulness to the trace of the event. The living subject, Badiou says,
“realizes itself in the production of consequences, which is why it can be called
faithful—faithful to [the trace of the event] and thus to that vanished event of
which [the trace] is the trace. The product of this,” moreover, “is the new
present which welcomes, point by point, the new truth.”42
For Badiou as much as for Hägglund, then, life—as life—is a question of traces.
But where for Hägglund, as for Derrida before him, traces are in themselves
historical (equivocal witnesses of the immemorial past and indeterminate
gestures toward the unanticipatable future), for Badiou a trace must be made
historical. The trace of the event is for Badiou no more than the trace of
inconsistency in an otherwise consistent order of things, the equivocal witness of
the world’s essential instability. The Badiouian trace says nothing of the
irretrievable past, and it augurs nothing for the unanticipatable future; it exhausts
itself in marking a void or a point of indeterminacy in the otherwise fully
determinate. Consequently, life is not, for Badiou as it is for Derrida, a question
just of experiencing traces, but also and more especially of following out their
implications. Badiouian life is the joyful work of invention and revision rather
than the anxious work of mourning. And what has to be invented through a
systematic revision of the world is truth.
Badiou insists that fidelity to evental traces, fidelity in pursuing the work of
producing truth, is accompanied by the celebration of the eternal and enduring.
In response to the question, “Is there renunciation when a truth seizes me?”
Badiou says:
Certainly not, since this seizure manifests itself by unequaled
intensities of existence. We can name them: in love, there is
happiness; in science, there is joy . . . ; in politics, there is
enthusiasm; and in art, there is pleasure. These “affects of
truth,” at the same moment that they signal the entry of [an
individual human animal] into a [faithful] subjective
composition, render empty all considerations of

42

Badiou, Logics of Worlds, 53.
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renunciation. Experience amply demonstrates the point,
43
more than amply.

The sort of life worth affirming is thus, for Badiou, much more than survival.
Indeed, Badiou claims that “it is impossible to say of a being that it is ‘mortal,’ if
by this we understand that it is internally necessary for it to die. At most we can
accept that death is possible for it, in the sense that an abrupt change in the
function of appearing may befall it.” 44 Further, Badiou often quotes Spinoza’s
statement that “a free man thinks of nothing less than of death, and his wisdom
is a meditation on life, not on death.”45 To give one’s life just to survival is to give
up living in order just to exist, to limit one’s capacity to live across worlds in
order just to survive as long as possible in only one world.46
Badiou’s position on the irrelevance of death to life leads him to reject finitude
completely. The sort of exultation that accompanies the incorporation of a
particular human animal into the living body of a truth leaves room only for the
affirmation of the infinite. Similarly, Badiou’s explicitly atheistic ontology asserts
unapologetically that the infinite, rather than the finite, is what makes up the
weave of being.
There is no God. Which also means: the [ontological] One
is not. The multiple “without-one”—every multiple being in
its turn nothing other than a multiple of multiples—is the
43

Alain Badiou, Ethics: An Essay on the Understanding of Evil, trans. Peter Hallward (New
York: Verso, 2001), 53. I have inserted the word “faithful” into this quotation to bring the
1993 Ethics more directly into conformity with Logics of Worlds. In the immediate aftermath of
Being and Event, Badiou limited the category of “subject” only to fidelity. In Logics of Worlds,
however, Badiou has worked out a threefold typology of subjects, only one of which is the
faithful subject. See Badiou, Logics of Worlds, 45–78; and Badiou’s own self-critique of his
earlier formation in Badiou, Ethics, liii–lviii.
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Badiou, Logics of Worlds, 270.
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Ibid. See also Alain Badiou, Pocket Pantheon, trans. David Macey (New York: Verso, 2009),
11.
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In a recent seminar, Badiou has begun rethinking his conception of death, although it
remains to be seen where this rethinking will ultimately lead him. See his analysis of ecology
as “the invention of a non-religious question of death” in Alain Badiou, The Subject of Change:
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law of being. . . . The infinite, as Pascal had already realized,
is the banal reality of every situation, not the predicate of a
transcendence. For the infinite, as Cantor demonstrated
with the creation of set theory, is actually only the most
general form of multiple-being. . . . Infinite alterity is quite
47
simply what there is.

Denying that the infinite lies in some inaccessible, unscathed beyond, but
denying all the same that the finite is therefore all that is left to us, Badiou finds
the infinite—the strictly mathematical infinite—operative absolutely everywhere.
Every affirmation of finitude can thus only distract one from the possibility of
living genuinely, from the possibility of being incorporated into the process of
giving place to whatever eternally invariant forms might be invisibly at work in
the play of appearances. To affirm finitude and thereby to confine one’s being to
existence only within the supposedly consistent world of animal interaction is to
give up on real life.
Life as incorporation into a process of truth’s production is thus the key to
Badiou’s contemporary atheism. Anti-finitistic in nature, this gesture breaks with
every reduction of human living to the world bounded by an individual’s death.
For Badiou, finitude must be faithfully foregone through incorporation into the
greater, trans-worldly task of giving eternal truths to circulate in the bounded
realms of appearing. Pursuing truths, Badiou says, one “live[s] ‘as an immortal,’” a
possibility that is, Badiou further says, “within the reach of anyone.”48 Badiou’s
conception of life might thus be said to be a philosophy of eternal life, where
“eternal” serves as a qualitative rather than a quantitative predicate. To live,
according to Badiou, is to give the eternal to appear in the world, to live as
truth’s subject, and so to thrill in the existential intensity of creative production.

47

Badiou, Ethics, 25, emphasis in original. See also Badiou, Being and Event, 150–60.
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The Religious Significance of the Atheist Conception of Life
Martin Hägglund outlines a radical atheism, an atheism focused chiefly on
contesting the very possibility of desiring any sort of life other than finite, mortal
survival. Alain Badiou, for his part, outlines a contemporary atheism, an atheism
dedicated to abandoning the pathos of finitude for the sort of life that
accompanies the pursuit of the eternal. How might these atheisms serve religious
thought? How might they, as Ricoeur suggests, clear the ground for a still
deeper, because more fully aware, Christian faith? What do Hägglund’s and
Badiou’s respective atheist ontologies make possible, specifically with respect to
the Christian conception of life? More summarily put, what might a Christian
thinking of life as such look like after Badiou and Hägglund?
These questions are difficult to answer, at the very least because Hägglund
and Badiou appear to be deeply opposed. If atheism is fully radicalized, infinitude
must be rejected and finitude embraced; but if atheism is rendered fully
contemporary, finitude must be rejected and infinitude embraced. One might be
tempted at this point simply to reject the incoherence of the demand to
formulate a “second” atheism. Such a temptation should, however, be avoided.
Hägglund’s conclusion regarding the undesirability of actually living an immortal
life excludes neither the possibility nor the desirability of experiencing the affects
Badiou associates with joining in the trans-personal work of constructing a truth.
And Badiou affirms that incorporation into an infinite truth procedure is
accompanied by an affect that breaks with every pathos of finitude, but such
incorporation in no way contests Hägglund’s conclusion that the life of the
individual can be experienced always and only as mortal survival. Despite
appearances, then, I think Hägglund’s and Badiou’s reconceptualizations of life
can be reconciled.49 The im/mortality for which Hägglund ultimately argues is
more doubled by than opposed to Badiouian eternal life, with mere survival,

49

Badiou’s recent interest in and expressed appreciation for Derrida’s work may signal the
possibility of such a reconciliation. See Alain Badiou, “Homage to Jacques Derrida,” in Costas
Douzinas, ed., Adieu Derrida (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 34–46; and Badiou,
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renewed at every moment, being drawn into what Badiou calls the “glorious
body” of the uncompromisingly eternal.50
Beginning, then, with Hägglund, how might a Christian thinker conceive of
life in light of the arguments concerning im/mortality? Key to Hägglund’s
thinking is his disentanglement of primordiality and reality when it comes to
human thinking about immortality. Where atheism traditionally contests only
that immortality is real, radical atheism contests both that immortality is real and
that it is preferable to mortal survival. But Hägglund’s disentanglement of these
terms, taken alongside his careful argumentation concerning the impossibility of
desiring unscathed life, might serve the Christian as much as the radical atheist.
The Christian might dismiss the traditional atheist’s rejection of the reality of
immortality while conceding to Hägglund the undesirability of immortality as
traditionally conceived. Affirming that the soul will live on after death and that
the resurrection of humanity will take place, the Christian might nonetheless
confess that the sort of life that dawns with resurrection, if it can be called life at
all, must be a kind of renewed im/mortality. The unending life to which Christ’s
resurrection delivers one is perhaps no inert immortality dissolved in absolute
presence, but rather an incessantly rehabilitated mortality not unlike the one
lived in the present estate—with all its hopes and fantasies, sufferings and joys.
Of course, such a proposal is not immune to objections. Does it not obliterate
the difference between life and afterlife? What could it mean to speak of an
immortal afterlife that remains—or could remain—under the shadow of death? To
begin to provide an adequate answer to such questions, though, I want to turn to
the religious significance of Badiou’s atheist conception of life. How might a
Christian thinker reconceptualize life in the light of Badiou’s claim that real life is
to be found only in incorporation into the glorious body of a truth? It is not difficult
or even inappropriate to hear in such language a rather straightforward
borrowing from the Christian notion of communion, of participating in the
sacraments in such a way that one is incorporated into the glorious body of
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Christ.51 After all, Badiou finds a model for his thinking of truth in Pascal’s claim
that “the history of the Church should, properly speaking, be called the history
of truth.” 52 True life is life lived in common, in communion, as one is
incorporated into the eternal life of Christ—the life of him who presents himself
as the Truth.53 And to the extent that one enters into the common life of the
body of Christ, one might be said to live—as Badiou himself puts it—as an
immortal. It is only as one finds communion in producing a body of truth or,
rather, finds communion in the body of Truth that one passes out from under the
shadow of death.
Hägglund’s radical atheism, in the end, problematizes the distinction between
life and afterlife, pressing the Christian thinker to extend into immortality the
mortalizing sway of death. Badiou’s contemporary atheism problematizes the
same distinction, albeit perhaps from the other side. What has traditionally been
displaced into an eternal life only discoverable in an immortality beyond death,
Badiou makes clear, must be experienced as much in mortal life as in (mortal)
afterlife—if, that is, Christianity is to clear itself of the accusation of nihilism.
Mortal survival as much immortal survival is called to the common life
experienced by all incorporated into the body of Truth. For a Christian taking
the Badiouian conception of life seriously, eternal life would be what is rewarded
to the faithful here and now as much as after judgment. Just as im/mortality
seeps from life into afterlife in Hägglund’s account, eternal life seeps from afterlife
into life in the Badiouian account. It is in light of this Badiouian point of
clarification that the potential objections to an extension of death’s sway into the
immortal beyond can be answered. It is only those who remain faithful and
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therefore remain incorporated into the body of Christ, even in resurrection, who
escape the “second death,” the sort of death that, even in Christian scripture, still
holds sway even in the afterlife.
It is thus the received doctrine of judgment that Hägglund’s and Badiou’s
philosophical reconceptualizations of life jointly call upon the Christian to revise.
Rather than viewing the final judgment as a moment of passage from the
indeterminate to the determinate, it may be necessary to view it as the moment in
which it is announced that what one has been doing all along is what one will continue
to do forever. Perhaps the final judgment is reducible to the divine announcement
that those who have hoped to survive only in order to embrace degrading lusts
will be granted exactly what they have desired, and that those who have hoped
to survive precisely so that they could join in communion with all those given to
the construction of the body of Christ will be granted exactly what they have
desired.
What may be at issue here, in the end, is the necessity of rereading with a
new emphasis a classic Pauline text that says something about life. In his first
letter to the Corinthians, Saint Paul says the following: “If for this life only we
have hoped in Christ, we are of all people most to be pitied.” Perhaps the most
common reading of the apostle’s words is that it echoes the pessimistic message
of Second Baruch: “For if only this life exists which everyone possesses here,
nothing could be more bitter than this.”54 Recent commentators have attempted
reinterpretations of Saint Paul’s words, pointing out that far more is at stake in
their larger context than just the miseries of life. Without the resurrection, for
instance, “(i) the gospel has no substance; (ii) faith is ineffective; (iii) the
witnesses are liars; (iv) sin retains its destructive and damaging control; and (v)
believers who have died are irretrievably lost.” 55 But perhaps it is possible—or
even necessary—in light of what radical and contemporary atheist thinkers have
to say about the nature of life as such to provide a rather different reinterpretation
54
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of Saint Paul’s words. They cannot mean—or can no longer mean—that mortal
life is so deeply miserable that only eternal joy after death could redeem it. They
must mean—or must come to mean—that it would be most pitiable if the Christian
cannot go on experiencing indefinitely, even after death, exactly what she experiences in
life, namely, the incorporation of fragile life into the communal body of Christ.
Although perhaps only radicalized and contemporary atheisms make the point
clear, it may be that the Christian call all along has been to love life enough to
desire to go on living forever.
Whether radicalized or contemporized, atheism calls upon the Christian
religion to dispense less with its belief in an afterlife as such than with its
insistence on a sharp distinction between life and afterlife. If atheism makes faith
possible, as Ricoeur suggests, and usually by forcing faith to be honest enough to
be confessed faith rather than obscure knowledge, then radical atheism asks the
believer to confess her faith in an afterlife irreducible to the eternal oblivion of
death, and contemporary atheism asks the believer to confess her faith that
beatitude, however indiscernible, inflects life here and now.
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The Politics of Discipleship: Becoming Postmaterial Citizens. By Graham
Ward. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009, 320+ pp.

A

s the third volume in his theological engagement with the postmodern
city, the reading of Graham Ward’s latest offering evokes an aphorism
penned by the influential French novelist Honoré de Balzac: “hope is a

memory that desires.”1 In many ways, then, The Politics of Discipleship is a natural
continuation of the reflections on Charles Péguy’s elucidation of the surprising
character of hope with which Ward closes his earlier work on Cultural
Transformation and Religious Practice. 2 Indeed, Ward’s latest contribution can
profitably be read as an exploration of the complex working of hope in the
1

As cited in David Harvey, Paris, Capital of Modernity (New York: Routledge, 2003), 50.
Harvey’s reading of Balzac bears comparison with Ward’s reading of Sorel, especially with
respect to the function, circulation and power of myth in reshaping the cultural imaginary.
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context of a struggle over the soul of the city, whose undulating terrain he
mapped out in Cities of God.3 For Ward, this reading of the signs of the times is
not simply a matter of theoretical contemplation, nor is it primarily an
intellectual program; on the contrary, as a work of hope it is a kind of laboring
that dares to imagine new possibilities for Christian living. That is to say,
political discipleship, for Ward, is necessarily bound up with a politics and a
poetics of Christian action.
Beginning with an extremely significant “Proviso” that highlights the essential
precariousness of any attempt to discern the truth of one’s own vision, Ward
claims that he is “offering a description of social and cultural interactions, the
pasts and projected futures and the dreams and ideologies that inform them.”4
This way of putting the matter is important because it highlights the fact that
while Ward develops the lineaments of a metaphysics consonant with a
traditional Catholic analogical worldview, he does not ontologize his diagnosis
of the multiple flows of history constitutive of the global city. Evidence of this is
that Ward offers his description in the hope that it might provoke other
descriptions, perhaps especially those that may elicit productive tensions with his
own, and thereby “invites and encourages contestation (22).” To be sure, this
recovery of contestation, or what he elsewhere refers to, following Giorgio
Agamben, as the fostering of “communit[ies] of dispute (180),” is at the heart of
Ward’s project and is, moreover, nuanced and embodied in the text itself. One
way to see how this works is by reading Ward’s analysis through the lens of his
engagement with the German jurist Carl Schmitt. In his analysis of the active
forms of depoliticization characteristic of our present postdemocratic condition
Ward makes common cause with Schmitt, who diagnosed the eclipse of the
political and castigated the paralyzing effects of individualistic liberalism.
However, Ward’s use of Schmitt is subtle and in no way endorses the Hobbesian
political ontology of bellum omnium contra omnes that underwrites Schmitt’s
3
4
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thinking. For while Schmitt might be inclined to agree with Ward’s analysis that
the language of postmodernity is tantamount to a “critique from an angry dog
without teeth (75),” his avowed decisionism is at odds with the kind of
contestation Ward seeks to enact, as well as the common cause he endeavors to
forge “so that we theologians—Christian, Jewish, and Islamic—might make better
peacemakers (23).” This productive use of tensions is characteristic of Ward’s
work and continues in his analysis of the processes of globalization and the new
visibility of religion that, alongside his reflections on democracy, form the first
part of the book. Central here is a focus on the power of myth that owes a great
deal to the work of Georges Sorel. As Ward explains, “globalism is a myth
formed out of the universalisms of Christianity (107)” and “as a myth, it governs
and generates cultural imaginings; it fashions hopes, beliefs, dreams, and desires.
Thus despite the counterfactual evidence of globalization’s ‘achievements’…the
imaginative power of such a myth remains socially and culturally determinative.
It enables us to forget (108).”
If the first part of Ward’s analysis is concerned with “unmasking the
theological and metaphysical sources of current mythologies and revealing the
distortions and perversions of their current secularized forms (165),” then the
second part can be read as a kind of alternative myth-making critically aware of
the states of amnesia in which we are always already embroiled. Given the fact
that Ward excavates the operative “secular eschatologies (72)” at work in the
global city, it should come as little surprise that the theological framework he
employs takes its cue from Johann Baptist Metz. The manner in which Ward
differentiates what he calls the “eschatological remainder” from Metz’s work is
again evidence of his productive use of tensions and is particularly instructive
because it points to a “messianism operative now (170)” that moves beyond the
theologia negativa of Metz’s vision by theologically reconfiguring Giorgio
Agamben’s concept of the remnant. Of paramount importance for Ward is that
the eschatological remainder informs and empowers Christian action, such that
the politics of discipleship is not a simply a matter of an imitatio Christi—although
that is certainly part of the complexity Ward recommends—but also a matter of
formation en Christō. This complex co-abiding is at the root of the essentially
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vulnerable ecclesiology that attempts to resist the development of “a new class of
slaves, laboring for minimum-level wages in the multiplicity of service industries,
and a new class of somnambulists surfeited with shopping and anesthetized with
entertainment (220),” which are the products of the echoes of transcendence that
reverberate through the contemporary global city.
For Ward, this resistance depends upon the construction of “a good
metaphysics of the body, of bodies made heavy with meaning (223).” However it
is here that Ward takes an interesting turn, since he wants to “disrupt the
privilege of the physical body (227)” by developing a metaphysics of the body
not Christologically, but rather by examining the crisis of the body politic in
Hegel and St. Paul. This turn is curious, given Ward’s earlier development of a
kind of phenomenological Christology that attempts to tell the story of the body
of Jesus Christ differently, and that explicitly acknowledges that all accounts of
such difference must necessarily remain open to correction, critique, and
supplementation. 5 However, he wonders whether beginning with the human
body doesn’t capitulate, at least to some extent, to “modern individualism (226),”
and in this way Ward proceeds with Agamben, who likewise identifies a
problematic privileging of the physical body as the new subject of politics.6 At
least part of Ward’s worry seems to be a desire to avoid a reductive materialism
that fetishizes the physical body as an object and thereby paradoxically risks just
the sort of dematerialization he wants to avoid. Given his subsequent description
of St. Paul’s metaphysics of the body politic, however, it is not at all clear why
beginning with the body of Christ would necessarily end up in the dissolution of
the body itself. Perhaps even more to the point, if “the body of Christ reveals the
densest mode of all embodiment (227),” as Ward claims, then might not a
metaphysics of the body of Christ prove beneficial for enacting such a body?
Indeed, I would suggest that a great deal of Ward’s earlier volume on Christ and
Culture can helpfully be read as a Christological companion to his narration of
the metaphysics of the body politic that already embryonically anticipates the
5
6
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theo-political trajectory of his politics of discipleship without privileging
individual bodies as such. One way Ward accomplishes this is by emphasizing
the ongoing perichoretic inflections of the body of Christ and the mystery of all
embodiment, which points toward a participation of the human in the divine
that is itself a political act unfolding in a space of doxology where voice is given
to mystery.7 Despite his explicit reconsideration of beginning with the physical
body, even if it is the body of Jesus of Nazareth, Ward’s hesitation is perhaps best
understood as a supplementation or reconfiguration of his earlier Christology
that endeavors to be more responsive and responsible to its contemporary
context. After all, his twin development of an eschatological humanism and an
eschatological ecclesiology in no way rescinds his earlier Christological
reflections on the politics of redemption, but rather aims, in Paul’s language, “to
put the sōma back into the sarx (225).”
The consequences Ward draws from his foregoing reflections lead him to
develop an understanding of the apophatic body of Christ that “appears only in
the recollection of events in which it is enacted (258).” Making a connection to
what Charles Taylor calls “a network of ever different relations of agape,”8 the
church, for Ward, exists in the concrete practices that restore the body—that is,
in such practices as welcoming the stranger, feeding the hungry, clothing the
naked, taking care of the sick, and visiting those in prison (Matt. 25:31-40). This
move is significant because it allows Ward to disrupt a certain uncritical
privileging of the visible church, which is never without spot or wrinkle, and to
avoid the inevitable depoliticization that accompanies too liquid a conception of
the church. Perhaps even more significant, this narration of the apophatic body
of Christ explodes any tidy distinction between inside and outside, since “those
who act and those who are the recipients of such action are all incorporated into
Christ, in an eternal reciprocity of giver and given that begins with the
asymmetrical sacrifice of Christ himself and sheers off into the intratrinitarian
7
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nature of God’s own being (260).” The intriguing suggestion looming in the
background here is that the subtle and significant narratives that have been
woven as to whether the gift can be given by the likes of Jacques Derrida, JeanLuc Marion, and John Milbank need to be supplemented by an inquiry into the
reception of the gift. Indeed, Ward sees political discipleship as inextricably
bound up with a capacity to receive the gift.
Concluding with a plea to revisit theocratic language that now needs to be
retrieved from the dustbin of history, Ward returns us to where he began: to a
theological recovery of contestation. The kind of contested space Ward seeks to
open up and inhabit, however, is not simply, or even primarily, an agonistic one,
as if the recommendation to rethink theocracy is offered to provoke reactions
from those who endorse some determinate democratic polity or other. No, the
space Ward opens tarries with what Hans Urs von Balthasar calls the “interplay
of veiling and unveiling.”9 So while his account of political discipleship resolutely
refuses to proclaim that “Jesus loves democracy (262),” for example, it is no less
committed to practically enacting the body of Christ. In fact, at least part of what
Ward’s argument is designed to do is to unsettle the common assumption that
even a careful and limited theological endorsement of some existing form of
polity that is judged to be particularly well suited to the present moment is
required. This is not to imply that such accounts, like Oliver O’Donovan’s
nuanced case for democracy, 10 are somehow wrongheaded, but rather to
recognize the dangers of linking the politics of discipleship too closely to any
determinate polity. Indeed, Ward’s provocative suggestion is that the recovery of
contestation may well be more helpful because it is “a manifestation of the
liveliness of civil society and a refusal of the zero degree dialectic that
depoliticization encourages (299).”
Unfortunately, Ward does not elaborate in great detail about the form his
recovery of contestation would need to take to empower the politics of
9
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discipleship he has in mind, yet he does end with a few enticing intimations,
only one of which I will draw out here. The most interesting of these, I would
suggest, can be seen in Ward’s linkage of the apocalyptic character of his
proposal with the explicit acknowledgement that “contestation is not war (299).”
The kind of contestation that Ward seeks to open up in the space between
veiling and unveiling, then, promulgates no politics of despair. Quite to the
contrary, the kind of contestation Ward envisages is underwritten by
transformative practices of hope. In this way, Ward’s development of the politics
of discipleship bears a strong resemblance to that of John Howard Yoder. In
particular, I would suggest that Ward’s recovery of contestation can be
understood as a form of what Yoder calls “peace with eschatology.”11 Despite
the fact that Ward is much less clear than Yoder about a commitment to a
particular kind of pacifism, his avowed apophatism proceeds in a kindred
ambiance with Yoder by disrupting any fusion of the body of Christ with a
determinate polity. In this way, Ward’s recovery of contestation is itself a
manifestation of the kind of divine patience that Yoder was at pains to
emphasize, and may well illuminate resources for dismantling the violences that
accompany “the forces of dehumanization, dematerialization and depoliticization
(300).” At the very least, this is the promise and the hope Ward strives to
articulate.
In the end, however, this is not a solitary activity, and it is no small merit that
Ward is able to embody this conviction in the text itself, for in so doing The
Politics of Discipleship represents a significant contribution that aims to provoke
constructive responses that will in turn reconfigure the theological imaginary he
delineates. Thus Ward’s latest offering is an invitation to join him: “forget tea and
sandwiches with the vicar; there is a genuine struggle here (33).”
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A Review of Steven K. Jungkeit, Spaces of Modern Theology,
Geography and Power in Schleiermacher’s World. New York, NY:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, 244+ pp.
Reviewed by Ruth Elizabeth Jackson.

Steven Jungkeit’s involving and illuminating book points readers to an insight
which, although never forgotten in modernity is becoming ever-more prominent
in present-day scholarship, following the work of Henri Lefebvre, David Harvey,
Edward Casey, and other writers interested in philosophies of space and place.
The insight in question is simple, uncontroversial, and amounts to this: it is
prudent to understand an author’s work as arising out of his or her particular
historical, ideological, and socio-economic context. To put it another way,
critical readers are invited to examine a piece of work in terms of how it can be
read out of the network of social, political and cultural conditions in which the
author was embedded at the time of its genesis.
It was with this insight in mind that Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1832)
famously stated that an interpreter or theorist occupies a position whereby they
are able to know the author’s work better than the author knew it themselves.
Jungkeit himself does not explicitly ascribe to this maxim. Nevertheless, in his
investigation of geography and power in Schleiermacher’s world, his suggestion
is that historical and critical distance enables readers in the twenty-first century
to judge how Schleiermacher’s portrayal of Christian faith and life was enmeshed
in, as well as communicated through, a set of harmful imaginative patterns,
which encouraged spatial extension and political control, and which were
prevalent among the established and educated Prussian elite.
In his introductory chapter, Jungkeit sketches out a picture of the young
Schleiermacher’s Enlighhtenment-era Prussia in terms of a narrative of human
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displacement. We read how the late-eighteenth century was a period of rapid
industrialisation, where the rising production of speed and the possibility of
global travel, coupled with both the objectifying methods of science and the
enthusiasm of scientists, helped to cultivate among educated Germans a sense of
the world as plottable, conquerable, and decipherable. And yet—just like the
protagonist in Adelbert von Chamisso’s 1814 novel ‘The Wonderful History of
Peter Schlemihl’—the price paid by those European colonialists and botanists
who represented the plotters and conquerors of modernity’s spaces, is that the
“knowledge” of the world they garner by proceeding this way, is not knowledge
that will enable them to inhabit it any better. Indeed, as Jungkeit makes clear, the
eighteenth-century heroes who, through new scientific techniques and a
colonialist imaginary, were inspired to draw up the most intricate and accurate
maps of the world were, at the same time, men who had lost the ability to dwell
in it.
Over the course of his work—and using Lefebvre’s typology of space as his
critical apparatus—Jungkeit maintains that Schleiermacher is implicated in the
transmission and perpetuation of this set of imperialistic imaginative patterns,
whereby the world is experienced as an array of shrinking global spaces which
can be surveyed and later controlled. Implicit in his account is the sense that
Schleiermacher was too close to—too caught up in—this shared Prussian vision to
be able to critique it effectively. And yet, Jungkeit asserts, it would also be wrong
to conclude that Schleiermacher capitulated to modernity, or that he was too
accommodating to its notions of abstract, mappable, spaces. Instead, defining
Schleiermacher’s theological writing as a “performative ethics”, Jungkeit
describes how these religious texts – with their vision of a world created and
sustained through divine love – are able to encourage a fruitful way of dwelling
theologically rather than imperialistically, in an increasingly global community.
Here, then, Jungkeit’s readers are treated to a set of innovative new readings.
He unpacks the spatial imagery which operates in Schleiermacher’s best known
works On Religion and The Christian Faith through reference to modern critical
apparatus developed by thinkers such as Benedict Anderson (in his seminal
book, Imagined Communities) and the post-Marxist thinkers Michael Hardt and
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Antonio Negri. Furthermore, Jungkeit also grounds these two texts – which,
through familiarity, have in a certain sense arguably become timeless to us – by
evaluating them alongside a pair of Schleiermacher’s lesser-known, and more
obscure projects.
In chapter two, for instance, we learn that as Schleiermacher was preparing
the manuscript for On Religion, he was also writing an essay on the history of
the penal colony which the English had planted in Australia in the late 1780s.
Schleiermacher eventually abandoned the latter project, which incorporated a
translation of a travel manuscript by David Collins, entitled The English Colony in
New South Wales. Nevertheless, Jungkeit’s clever analysis of these contemporary
texts flows from his perception that it is possible to locate a shared spatial
imaginary between them. In Schleiermacher’s report on the colony – which
represented the British government’s radical response to serious overcrowding in
the nation’s prisons – the reader can glean what Jungkeit has depicted as the
dominant European vision of global spaces: homogenous, empty, regions which
can be assessed and subsequently appropriated for new uses. In turn, explains
Jungkeit, this way of imagining space is matched in On Religion, by
Schleiermacher’s sense of an “infinite gaze”. Here, he explains, Schleiermacher
describes a believer’s encounter with the divine in terms of an intuition as to the
enormity of the world, or cosmos, and the desire for complete freedom to roam—
whether imaginatively, visually, or actually—over this universal space.
In chapter three, Jungkeit then introduces us to a series of letters that
Schleiermacher wrote anonymously, on the subject of Berlin’s Jewish population
and their access to civil rights. He reads these alongside Schleiermacher’s
account of the divine attributes of eternity, omnipresence and omniscience in
The Christian Faith, and once more is able to draw out a complementarity to the
spatial imaginary displayed in these documents. Indeed, Jungkeit argues, it is
Schleiermacher’s understanding of his Sovereign Christian God as a Being
abstracted from time and space (as showcased in the latter text) which enables
him room to develop a pluralistic account of inter-religious relations.
Schleiermacher can support the case for Jewish citizenship in Prussia, so long as
the Jews in question retain the status of a different, minority, and foreign people,
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in a Christian state whose borders and composition are maintained to assist the
flourishing of the Christian community.
As an aside here—and in relation to the book’s attention to those shared
ideological and political networks out of which an author’s work arises—it is to
Jungkeit's credit that he does not linger on the tired and insoluble debate about
the mature Schleiermacher's use of the term 'feeling' (Gefühl) to indicate
Christian faith. Rather, Jungkeit is able to tackle longstanding critiques of
Schleiermacher as an individualist, interiorised, theologian of private experience,
by foregrounding his constant attention to the inherently social nature of a lived
and

practiced

Christianity.

Jungkeit

rightly

impresses

upon

us

that

Schleiermacher understood his faith to arise in and through linguistic
communication (we remember for instance his vocation as a preacher), and to
flourish in community. A key message of On Religion was that to be human is to
be in dialogue with others, and that the development of a particular human soul
depends on its interplay—its mutual and reciprocal discourse—with those other
souls around it, which are themselves too in a process of becoming. In The
Christian Faith, this message was then compounded and extended in
Schleiermacher’s use of the word Beeslung, or “soul-bestowal,” to describe a
person's call to be incorporated into the Christian communion. At all points in
Jungkeit’s work, Schleiermacher is rightly assumed to be a socially-engaged
thinker, making the book a refreshing, and exceptional read.
In tune with the above analysis, then, Jungkeit’s book is a perceptive and
engaging study which inducts readers into an original portrayal of
Schleiermacher as a man invested in, but resistant to, the spatial imaginary of his
time. And yet, there are a number of aspects to Jungkeit’s work that I am
apprehensive about. Some of these comprise particular issues I have with his
exegesis of Schleiermacher’s theology, and I will mention these shortly. More
broadly however, I share the misgivings that Graham Ward brings up in his
otherwise approving foreword to the text, concerning Jungkeit’s proposal to use
Schleiermacher’s writings about the nature of Christian faith and life as the
inspiration for a set of new liberal theological projects.
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Indeed, as he reaches his final chapter, Jungkeit’s work is consciously
constructive, and programmatic, rather than merely exegetical, or suggestive. He
speaks

confidently

about

the

task

of

transforming

the

content

of

Schleiermacher’s legacy to present-day liberal theologians, so that the latter’s
participation in the modern, imperialistic spatial imaginary might be something
to learn from, before it is something which can be over-written, or reconfigured.
We are told, for instance, how Schleiermacher’s work lends itself to
countenancing a type of ‘polytheism’, where Christians admit that their own
religion relies on the existence of others for its identity, and where
Schleiermacher’s famous notion of absolute dependence is thus understood
foremost as a statement of intellectual, political, and perceptual humility.
Moreover, Jungkeit

elsewhere contends that Schleiermacher’s constant

references to organic parts and wholes—his allusions to interconnection in nature,
throughout history and among humanity—can and should be read anew, and
fruitfully so, in relation to the current fascination among philosophers and
theorists with networks and interrelationality. In his fifth chapter, he brings in
Gilles Deleuze’s notion of rhizomatic spaces to make this point.
It is not necessary to go into detail about Jungkeit’s proposals in order to
touch upon the core concern that I have about his constructive theological
plans: namely, that it is actually the work of critical theorists and postmodern
philosophers which directs and motivates them. Here, in Jungkeit’s case, the task
of reading and investigating The Christian Faith using interpretive pincers
developed by Deleuze, Guattari, Anderson et al., is an original move. Yet it is
important to question whether it is fruitful, having made such readings of
Schleiermacher’s dogmatic work, to then undertake the task of transforming and
re-transmitting his theological insights seemingly in abstraction from the
particular ecclesiastical tradition, the scriptural language, and the confessional
framework in which the nineteenth-century theologian was embedded.
Schleiermacher professed to be describing the nature of the faith held to and
practiced in the Prussian congregation in his day (where Calvinists and
Lutherans were unified). Addressing only existing members of this Church
communion, he was adamant that his work was neither apologetic, nor an
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argument to persuade individuals to join the faith community. He works in
regard to the creeds, in reference to existing doctrinal formulations, the history of
church tradition and the works of the Western Christian Fathers. In Jungkeit’s
work—with its theological agenda—none of this is, I venture, made clear.
It is with this question about Jungkeit’s approach in mind, that I would also
like to suggest a few specific points where we might take issue his reading of
both Schleiermacher’s religious philosophy, and his dogmatic work. Firstly, it is
worth turning to the analysis of On Religion which Jungkeit makes in his second
chapter. He begins here with the admission that specialists conventionally
interpret Schleiermacher’s references to the ‘universe’ in this text as referring to
something other than, or beyond, material space. And indeed, it is true that for
those who acknowledge the young Schleiermacher’s roots in Early German
Romantic philosophy—a movement which was indebted to the philosophy of
Plato, and which upheld the reality of the world and of nature as independent
from the human subject—when Schleiermacher’s alludes to the ‘universe’ that
religious believers inhabit, he does not mean to describe a global, plottable,
analysable space. Rather, for such interpreters, this term universe refers to an
ever-unfolding Whole which is inexhaustible, and which cannot be grasped by
finite minds, or eyes, or hearts. In light of such conventions and such established
interpretive frameworks, it is significant that Jungkeit proceeds by cutting across
them, and suggests instead that we read Schleiermacher’s universe in terms of
spatial extension. In his analysis, the event of intuiting, or tasting the infinite (as
Schleiermacher puts it) becomes the desire to tour the world as an individual,
crossing a universal global space.
Secondly, it is also prudent to highlight the way that Jungkeit incorporates
spatial terminology into his treatment of Schleiermacher’s system of Christian
doctrine by defining The Christian Faith, in his final chapter, as an instrument
through which Schleiermacher invites readers to ‘map’ the world as a global
community. Part of the way in which Schleiermacher does this, Jungkeit argues,
is to give an account of the divine attributes of eternity, omniscience,
omnipotence, and omnipresence, which presents to his readers a God entirely
abstracted from time and space. In Jungkeit’s view, Schleiermacher generates a
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Christian imaginary whereby the globe appears as a homogenous, measurable,
spatial grid, within which the divine never acts directly. According to this
schema, the feeling of absolute dependence is therefore rendered much like the
Kantian sublime—as a sense of awe that one experiences when one realises one’s
finitude in respect to the immensity of the world as a whole. And yet, attentive
readers of The Christian Faith will at this point find Jungkeit’s reading—which
seems to distance Schleiermacher’s God from the world, and to define Him,
problematically, in some sort of opposition to the human categories of time and
space—frustrating, and lacking in important ways. In response to Jungkeit, we
might point out, for instance, that Schleiermacher intends his account of these
‘general’ divine attributes to be read as part of the greater whole of his system of
doctrine, and that he expects them to be apprehended through the lens of this
teaching: that Jesus Christ, in whom was a veritable existence of God (§94), is
the Redeemer of humanity, and the one through whom, and in whom,
Christians can be themselves reconciled to the divine. The Christocentric nature
of Schleiermacher’s system of doctrine is important here, because it shifts the
focus of his presentation of the God-world relationship away from descriptions
given by abstract, formal categories, and towards the sense of a personal
relationship between humanity and the divine, enabled through grace. On this
point, is also useful to note that is in fact love and wisdom, and not eternity,
omnipresence and omniscience, which for Schleiermacher comprise the preeminent divine attributes in The Christian Faith. Indeed, in the final part of his
system, Schleiermacher unsettles Jungkeit’s claims about the manner in which
his doctrine of God relates to the way that Christians should imagine global
space and time, when he stresses that “it can only be incorrectly, and under the
name of quantitative standards of measurement, that we name God
omnipotence.” 1 By contrast, Schleiermacher asserts that it is only love and
wisdom that can claim to express the very essence of God (§167). And since for
him love is the desire to unite oneself with another, and to be in that other,
whilst the divine wisdom should be conceived as the perfect way in which God
1

Friedrich Schleiermacher, The Christian Faith, trans. H.R. Mackintosh and J. S. Stewart,
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1999), p. 731.
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realises His love, then once more, as Schleiermacher privileges these two divine
attributes above all others, the impression is that he means to portray a personal
God, infinitely invested in, and dynamic within, the history of the people that he
has created and continues to sustain in their becoming.
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Fiction and Poetry

Stations
A Poem
by Simone Kotva

For the Bird Sanctuary of Adams Road

Voices
Coot Keeper (Christ)
Naturalist (Simon of Cyrene)
The Land (Mary)
School Children (Crowd)
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I
Caught crowned
the Coot Keeper
made by circumscription
from the interval of walkways
made easier to
meet greet revere
respectful distance
from which to assess
how he managed today what
species has he gathered together
(how many the baubles of mistletoe).
Caught crowned
unrecorded arrival
(asylum/athlete/envoy)
the cry is
he has run his course
stumbles, most likely blind
it’s difficult to tell
with eyes everywhere
or overgrown, as his name:
cluttered
drawn with creepers, bird-droppings
digesting light and atmosphere.
Fauna mapped out
careful co-ordinates
audience limited
(to the daylight hours)
royal leisure increased.
And do you
feed him sparingly
but well.
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II
Fenced folio fox-trodden
how goes the natural death?
Visitations, queries
prized behind padlock
viewed piecemeal from
hides and vantages
so slow his fading lists to
notes sightings statistics
mallards
wood pigeons
siskin
blue tits
coots
crows
black cap (heard)
kingfisher.
Also a deer.
Fenced folio fox-trodden
altogether: he bears it well
the lilting close
in need of higher railings.

‘Stations: A Poem,” by Simone Kotva
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III
The fall of a first dependant
or rather its presence petering out
the Keeper senses a tattoo:
incisions and pin-pricks
fewer nests and noises
the space where the fieldfare was
accommodating the lack
of new arrivals.
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IV
After the confinement
he loses his voice
(trauma, aphasia)
so she weeps
at his weight
static almost, being neither
within nor without her body
as when birthing
except: the beloved tenor
doesn’t cut through
that carpet of jays, magpies
and other diminutive calls
they become
veneer to his voice
bespeak extensions
he can only dream of:
pastures fields forests
sticks hollows hedges
another chorus without.
This physical thing
how weak
maybe she’d thought
its sharing of herself would create
infinite plasticity but
varied natures are spawned
from the same mother
and hatch
and breed in the sun
and sometimes perish.
This one
and all the devils.

‘Stations: A Poem,” by Simone Kotva
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V
How was it I entered unwittingly
walking with him alone
slipshod how was I trapped?
But convey this that I
will stake out his terrain
will come each day every day to
see touch believe learn the
calls words signatures
assemble and remember
whistle them pattern by pattern
within him
become impalpable to myself
because
death must be lateral to him
no need to propose
additional dates for my recomposition
I will stand up again: here
in a delicate trunk
growing into
a general resurrection.
Now father mother
let me follow without looking back
take up grass-blade and thistle-burr
become stronger for
cutting you down.
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VI
Seen touched believed
albeit reduced
mostly parts
beside parts:
not all still limber.
At least we didn’t doubt
his presence but found
the correspondence true
between image and flight
markings and individuation.
At least we have: imprints
copies and characteristics
types for when
we need to reinstall him
feather by leaf by petal
tail bramble and branch
at least then
knowingly
we can take our implements
neatly stitch up those wounds
lathe him into something
more cosmetic
to be trusted also.

‘Stations: A Poem,” by Simone Kotva
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VII
The fall of a second dependant
or rather its presence petering out:
accounts, retellings
the Keeper strains
for familiar songs
walks more slowly
but the vanished are
slower still.
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VIII
Here they come
(final indications)
skipped past, paying homage
mind the ancient Prince
rub him down careful don’t forget
tomorrow there’ll be displays
parents and boys
tidy now, don’t forget the signs
boys and brothers
girls, signs sprawling on his fingertips
in little buds, everything tightly folded
folded. Laughter. He wishes
to smile but things impede
constrain, things careering
oh miss miss miss
I think we pushed her
though she could’ve dived
and did we like her anyway
maybe she’s gone maybe
miss don’t leave her alone leave
her and run run run
Shouts. He can’t stomach
even the reluctant sacrifice:
this the final indication.
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IX
The fall of a third dependant
or rather its presence petering out
the Keeper hears it: barely
the leaves a muffler
rot and bury beside
titter-tatter of sidelines
authorising his lamentation.
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X
For these new ideals
the verdict is:
search strip dismantle
pluck.
Call the taxidermists
there must be memorials
in every place
draw them up
before the fluids stagnate
apply the laureates
for nominations
to nature
his graceful state.
Call the curers of hides
we need souvenirs of his stages
undo a wingspan
examine, smarten vulgarities
all those common names:
cluttered.
Disperse his goods but how when
of course distribution is never
fair but then ah he was not fair either
was he would you say consider
this savagery spells equality
the way they tear at each other not quite
Biblical is it? all that blood no
yes we’ve extended our weekend opening
hours including the aviary bring your
daughters then why don’t you.
Pluck gather install
all diminutive enclosures carefully
modelled on proportionally
greater examples.

‘Stations: A Poem,” by Simone Kotva
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XI
At gun-point: diversions
from this action too superlative
into other battles
more ancient more sound
stands the green-fronded sleeper
earth-planted giant in situ
visitations, queries
we have made extensive investigations
glittering womb guarded
against
what greater or lesser than
a protracted diminishment
listing to an end, increase of morals
nothing bone-rubbed from the workbench
can breach this rocked shield
apologetics for incapacity
when the moment came went passed
waiting perhaps too patiently
except mind-forged diversions
that dispossess her ores
now: aim: inwards
down
reconfigure
the graphics will ameliorate
as will other stories.
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XII
How am I weighted
bent down when did I
acquiesce?
This new mother
you give me to tend
see here: I cannot be distracted
upset, the workplace
I had hoped
a rendezvous
a goodly retirement
and what environment
am I, ageing
how could I think to
bear this, please was I
not young newly fledged please
hold your breath a little longer
don’t give like that
always your damned spending
let every cell reproduce until
the endpoint, don’t you see it’s
yours that point
I wrote books about it
diagrams, your life
breathe I say
and your mother
you needn’t worry:
I will revive her.
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XIII
Paws prints pinpricks
so many piercèd skins she
bends down close to see
is it him really hers
is it can it be?
When the confinement was ended
there was no new birth
only burdens superadded
look small one
how I am underhanded
by your weight
too young I am
too old now to become
identical to myself
one clod after another
soiled, reddened:
created.
It seems a long time,
we have both become
more glorious share-holders but
my body I wish we had seen
touched believed: this
not merely ourselves
the messengers
Scratches teethmarks tyre-tracks
for a solid love
strokes and winds them
herself in fair shrouding.
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XIV
Afterwards
there was
a still place
reconstitution
cultivation and labour
digging of lesser gardens
lumbering of new posts.
There was assessment
how long did he suffer
progressively
from one clod of earth to another
out cold by the end
did he even notice
passing into something different
dependants dispersing
going to ground.
Add this the reason: anaesthetic
to avoid the shock touch collision
when it came the
prodding counting recounting of
seeds shoved in
(well we needed more
amenability).
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XV
How was it I saw him again
revolving returning
how was I trapped?
I say in my hands
seeming to speak
searching like his
across the earth
though hadn’t I
crushed him into
this order
into this spade
even this spade
mother father
forgive me
this order
when in the down-stroke
something missed a beat
loved: hands: not mine
caressing not mine
from one clod of earth
to another
always
the fibrous parts
were his
leaf tuber stalk
turning: hands
stand up those hands
shaking from surgery
have I cut what have I cut
down myself these hands are not
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mine stitched to my wrists
like the gardener’s
they move
are they
proof of my purchase
body and soul
heart lung liver and tongue
are they with me
to keep me––
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